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vi fig 0.1:   Porirua- Tawa Watershed

(Previous) fig 0.2:   Porirua City and Harbour 
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All Maps are Orientated
Towards North Unless Stated 

Otherwise

Ebb and Flow, the outgoing and ingoing phases of tidal-like aquatic 
motion is symbolic of the transition between decline and resurrection. 
Similarly, the rise and fall of many of our great urban waterways can 
be attributed to the decline of human congregation and interaction 
around these waterways. Like the tide flows in and out, so does the 
human wave rush back and forth. Where the ‘ebb’ represents the 
deterioration of urban estuarine environments, the aim is to restore 
the human ‘flow’ and transform these habitats back to their former 
glory, hence Ebb to Flow. 

“Till last by Philip’s farm I flow 
To join the brimming river, 

For men may come and men may go, 
But I go on for ever.”

- Alfred Lord Tennyson

CREEK
CENTRIC 
COMMUNITY
CIRCULATION
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As a suburban Wellingtonian, born and raised, I often 
found myself admiring the mountainous terrain that 
would fade far into the horizon with such mysticism. 
It would take many years for me to realise that these 
windy hills had indeed held a secret hidden from plain 
sight. The deep valleys that scarred the landscape 
contained the numerous creeks and streams that fed 
life into the local environment. 

I first came across such a creek when myself and a 
group of friends first ventured through a shortcut 
enroute to school. It was here that I was first told of 
the Porirua Stream. At the time it impressed me how 
such a light trickle cascading down the rolling hills 
of our nearby homes was partially responsible for 
the flowing rush of water that ended up kilometres 
away out to sea.

With much scepticism I ventured to this rumoured 
Porirua Inlet where this supposed stream met 
the mighty shore, to find that it was indeed real. 
However, I found no such way of tracing the stream 
back to its source and felt it could not be concluded 
that such a relationship between the creeks found 
miles away were in fact of the same body of water.  

Not until access to aerial imagery many years later, 
would it indeed become clear to us that the creek 
reached the bay. It soon dawned on me that the 
stream seemed disconnected from its surroundings. 
It was this dawning that would lead me to explore 
the Porirua Stream and discover its potential for 
reducing disconnection and subsequent neglect that 
seems to plague this lost treasure of our beloved 
northern neighbourhoods.

P r e f a c e

(Right) fig 0.3:   Porirua city and inlet, where the  
   stream meets the shore.
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The revival of urban waterways and the potential 
they have to reshape communities is a global issue 
that deals with the fabric of human interaction 
and nature. For nearly all communities across New 
Zealand, the local waterway has been heralded and 
adorned by many of its residents. Yet the reality is that 
this is often done in vain. It is not enough to watch 
over our creeks, streams and rivers with tender eyes, 
they need to be felt and embraced by human touch. A 
stream that lacks interaction falls into the quagmire 
of cyclical neglect.  

Using the Porirua Stream as a case study, explorations 
into accessibility,infrastructure, barriers, topography 
and hydrology are conducted to achieve the ultimate 
goal that turns the estuarine corridor into the beating 
‘heart’ of the community; the engine of its life and 
soul. Not just figuratively but in reality, the Porirua 
Stream must become a system emulating this vital 
organ in the way it functions and its role in the larger 
context of its surroundings. 

Infrastructure, buildings, and extensive vegetation 
encroach onto the perimeter of the Porirua Stream 
and has contributed to the atmospheric, sensual and 
physical divide which consequentially plagues the 
city. 

Restructuring and redefining the multitude of 
barriers is needed for establishing new opportunities 
to build a usable and successful riverfront. Rather 
than parting the urban network, the possibilities for 
bridging communities through streams is a way to 
reshape entire communities.

A b s t r a c t

Considering the vital importance of community 
life, it is important to transform the river domain 
through small scale and strategic interventions 
with significant impact, rather than creating 
massive changes that allude to a blank canvas with 
apparent disregard for the real ‘on the ground’ 
human experience. Strategic interventions deal with 
overlapping issues simultaneously to manage varying 
conditions and constraints. 

The historical manipulation and prioritization of 
hydrological systems for economic toil, has rendered 
the modern urban waterway as mostly ‘dead space’, 
ill and ignored. Streams are left suffocated by 
the encroaching urban sprawl. The impact these 
conditions have left on a small city centre is known 
through their vulnerabilities to flooding and poor 
water quality. To survive, the stream needs to claim 
land back and have space to breathe.  

The investigation exposes the importance of 
considering an entire watershed and observing the 
stream as a complex network, rather than a linear 
passage. The importance of the ‘human experience’ 
was paramount through the exploration of spatial 
values that the stream offered. 

(Right) fig 0.4:   The Porirua Stream’s urban settings and entrance  
   into the lower inlet of the Porirua Harbour.
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Introduction
Waterways, Forgotten Treasures
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Water is the foundation of all civilizations. It 
fuels, cleanses, and nourishes the populous which 
it supports. It is therefore no coincidence that 
virtually all thriving locations of human settlement 
have seemingly occurred where there is essentially 
perpetual access to water. 

Regarding the settlement of New Zealand and the 
locations of all our nation’s population centres, one 
feature is common amongst all; the abundance of 
rivers.  These precious lifegiving forces have been 
utilized for human toil, used and abused. They now 
fall as forgotten victims of the places they have 
created. 

(Right, Above) fig 1.1:   U. S. cities and major human settlement   
    around waterways.
(Right, Below) fig 1.2:   New Zealand urban settlement in    
    relation to local waterways
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P o r i r u a    C i t y    t o    T a w a

One could describe Porirua as the old ‘workhorse 
of Wellington’. The city, its infrastructure and its 
inhabitants have been the quiet backbone of the 
Wellington region for decades. Like the labouring 
giant it once was, the industrial history of ‘North 
City’ provides an insight into the conditions that has 
left a fundamental part of Wellington’s metropolitan 
makeup in the realm of environmental neglect and 
natural decline. 

Do not be fooled by the lush green fields and freshly 
paved sidewalks, these are nothing more than a 
gentrified smokescreen that masks a long sad tale of 
negligence. To the naked eye the riverfront may seem 
to be the cherished oasis in an industrial wasteland 
but this is nothing more than a mirage. The Porirua 
stream is weak and sickly.

T h e    P o r i r u a   S t r e a m
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 fig 1.3:   Porirua Stream-Inlet, Porirua City centre     
  and surroundings.
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Looked upon as commodities rather than living 
entities, the immense shift in cultural interpretations 
of waterways left many to become shadows of their 
former selves. For centuries rivers and creeks were 
looked upon with spiritual significance for the life-
giving forces they offered. To protect these entities 
was at the moral core of the local inhabitants. 
However, as history suggests, the transformation 
of these waterways and their subsequent shift in 
significance to the local populous resulted in the 
modern conditions found across the length of the 
Porirua stream. 

The Porirua Stream became important to the 
numerous factories and industrial workhouses that 
once dominated much of the city centre. As the 
economy of the region began to shift away from 
industry and towards commercial services, Porirua 
found itself with a stream of no commercial worth. 
Industrial prioritization has left this stream polluted 
and of poor quality. 

 fig 1.4:   Porirua Stream, Porirua Centre- North  Tawa    
  urban-suburban context and surroundings.
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The stream has fallen victim to its imprisoned state. 
Much of the infrastructure has restricted access to 
the stream leaving it isolated from human interaction. 
The result is not just a habitual lack of awareness 
of the stream’s existence, but also remnants of this 
industrial jail still scar the environment making 
proper public interaction with the stream currently 
impractical.

There are as many instances of post-industrial 
creeks, rivers and streams found in relatively small 
urban pockets than there are major industrial sites. 
This makes the Porirua stream the perfect project for 
a truly universal issue that can be applied to other 
sites with similar conditions. It is hoped that the 
revival and revitalisation of these less acknowledged 
waterways will be better addressed in the future of 
human activity and interaction.

 fig 1.5:   Porirua Stream, Kenepuru- Tawa urban-suburban    
  context and surroundings.
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R e s e a r c h   Q u e s t i o n
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How can space around neglected waterways 
facilitate their revival and long-term 

interaction with the public?
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“No man ever steps in the same river twice, for it’s not 
the same river and he’s not the same man.”

- Greek Poet, Heraclitus

 (Previous) fig 1.6:   Envisioned Porirua Stream 
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R e s e a r c h    P r o b l e m 

Capitalising on the opportunities offered in small 
former industrial sites to reconnect local populations 
to their hydrology, is primarily what this research 
has been based on.  Many of these waterways 
have participated in practices that result in their 
contamination. Restoring the natural processes of 
these estuaries was essential to protecting the health 
of these waterways and for local communities to 
experience them. 

Social interaction with the stream, was at the heart 
of this investigation, where the principal motivation 
is to create as much long term human activity as 
possible, and in a relatively feasible manner. 

Infrastructure and urban networks, including 
stopbanks have contributed to the physical divide that 
obstructs human interactions with these precious 
assets. Yet they can provide new opportunities to 
influence human activity in these environments and 
perhaps bridge the divide between citizens and the 
stream. 
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The underlying aim of this research portfolio and 
thesis, was to deliver a solution that reconnects 
human activity with our neglected and isolated 
post-industrial streams. Exploring the potential for 
how the Porirua Stream could become the cultural 
heart of the local community was a fundamental goal 
of the investigation and experimentation processes. 
The initial research process ultimately determined 
the necessary conditions involved to achieve these 
primary objectives. They included the need for 
greater accessibility, enhanced spatial qualities, and 
enriching the ‘human experience’. 

I m p r o v e d    A c c e s s i b i l i t y

When attempting to bridge the divide between 
people and place, it is vital that the link between man 
and stream is in fact navigable. The ability to bring 
people to the stream and interact with it is at the 
core of improving human activity on site. Circulation 
is considered the basis for which the Porirua Stream 
can increase its potential for a successful resurrection 
in terms of public contact. 

There is no doubt that human traffic, without 
motivation or consideration to travel into the stream’s 
domain, will leave much of this waterway remaining 
largely abandoned. It is therefore intended that the 
stream shall become part of the local populous’ daily 
activity or mobility, thus increasing the ‘public life’ 
around it.

Related Objectives:
-  Pedestrian prioritized circulation
-  Breaking down existing infrastructural   
 barriers 
-  Exploring a more navigable site
-  Using methods to channel the isolated local   
 populous to the stream domain

A i m s   &   O b j e c t i v e s
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I m p r o v e d    W a t e r    M a n a g e m e n t

The urban encroachment upon the Porirua Stream 
has left much of the current waterway confined and 
choked, without space left for the stream to swell. 
The inundation of the adjoining neighbourhoods is 
a common issue that requires different solutions to 
handle preventable flooding scenarios, or adapt to 
them. The consideration of flood related management 
techniques and urban planning can be used to 
improve the quality of space. 

Floods have direct interactions with the local 
inhabitants, usually in a negative manner. However, 
the aim is to find ways to adapt to these scenarios, 
providing functional yet pedestrian workable sites. 
As the stream is not just a linear or independent 
system, the entire catchment area should be 
considered. The goal is to use the whole watershed 
as part of the solution.

Related Objectives:
-  Adapting the surrounding site to better cope  
 with regular flooding scenarios
-  Improving stormwater management
-  Enhancing water quality and ecology

E n h a n c e d   S p a t i a l    Q u a l i t y

To attract interaction with the stream, it needs 
to have a resilient eco-system and improved water 
quality. Activating disused and neglected spaces 
to maximise public contact with the stream and to 
provide space for the stream to flourish is required.

Related Objectives:
-  Give the stream more territory and a larger   
 domain
-  Adapt pedestrian activity with existing   
 infrastructural barriers including stopbanks
-  Strategically place vegetation to compliment  
 circulation or public activity.
 

E n r i c h e d    H u m a n    E x p e r i e n c e   
a n d   W e l l b e i n g

The objective is to use the waterway’s natural 
qualities and surrounding areas to contribute to the 
health and wellbeing of the local population. At a time 
when human interaction with natural hydrology is 
limited and difficult to access, many residents are not 
in tune with their natural ecosystems and habitat. 
Increased interaction with natural environments 
contributes to healthy human populations.
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D e s i r e d    O u t c o m e s

When the field of study is broken-down into 
key elements, we can observe the relationships 
that are considered. What constitutes the urban 
environment in this context is the presence of man-
made mechanisms, including roads or buildings. 

Currently the local populous co-exist with the urban 
environment that they inhabit. Similarly, the ‘human 
experience’, referring to human sensual exploration 
or interpretation in space, is singularly confined to 
this relationship. The aim is to expand this to include 
local waterways as part of this relationship, as well 
as bridging the rift between the ecological niche with 
urban surroundings or directly with the population. 
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 fig 1.7:   Exisitng Relationships, Community-Urban-     
  Waterways. Proposed Relationships include linking,    
  Community- Ecology- Waterways-Community
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R e s e a r c h    A p p r o a c h 

RESEARCH PROCESS
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H U M A N    E X P E R I E N C E
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Human Exp. Social Interaction
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Wupper  Gallego
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Case Study- Waipoua
  

Deconstruction of Site Infrastructures
Opening Roads and Bridges

Regional Context  Urban Infrastructure
Watershed Network Structural Breakdown 

Flooding Risks
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Water Quantity
Water Quality
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Remediation
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Site Linkages
Stormwater Infrastructure
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Stormwater Management
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Stopbank Adaptiveness
Opening Flows
Improved Circulation
Pedestrian Articulation
Pedestrian Priorized Space

Human - Water Interaction
Habitat Generation and Growth
Human Socail Interaction
Spatial Quality
Recreational Facilitation

Traditional Process

E c o l o g i c a l    I m p a c t

(Above) fig 1.8:   Research Approach
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Bridging the stream and the city was approached 
through small scale interventions by applying the 
underlining concept of ‘frontage’ to move activity 
from the city to the riverside. Knowing that the 
human experience is at the core of activating public 
spaces, it is vital to approach the design outcome by 
observing these small scale interactions as well as 
considering the vast complexities of estuarine and 
urban systems.

‘Frontage’ is associated with the spatial and visual 
transition between the two relevant and separated 
realms. In this case that relates to the stream domain, 
and to the urban network including its inhabitants. 
This transitional element is crucial to accessibility 
and spatial quality that is offered by partitioned 
environments. Therefore, ‘frontage’ remains 
paramount to the successful improvement of human 
activity within the Porirua stream domain. 

As the ‘human experience’ is by far the most vital 
element to overcoming neglect for the urban fabric 
in relation to the river’s edge, and understanding the 
conditions from an urban perspective was vital.

Rather than observing the river as a simple linear 
system it was important to explore the entire 
hydrological conditions which characterized the 
Porirua Stream. This included involving the entire 
watershed in the design process to achieve a more 
feasible outcome.

The ‘human experience’ and ‘frontage’ were 
interrelated throughout the research and design 
processes. The method for tackling the objectives 
were to look at small interventions with large impact 
and minimalist approaches. Bearing in mind the 
immense scale of the entire stream, it was important 
to ultimately breakdown the domain into a series of 
manageable sites. 

M e t h o d o l o g y 
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Circulation Systems Infrastructural Interactions Vegetation Corridors

The rationale behind investigating certain relevant 
literature and precedent exploration was to 
ultimately establish this methodology that would 
be formulated to influence the ‘human experience’. 
Theory, principles and experimentation that forge 
ways in which river frontage could be attained was 
explored.   
 

Human Experience < Frontage> Restructuring Flows> Restoring the Estuary’s Importance> 
Feeding into the Urban Structure> Reconnecting Neglected Riverfronts

 fig 1.9:   Frontage Method leading into the human experience

 fig 1.10:   Methodology through circulation, infrastructure   
  and vegetation
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C H A P T E R

II
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Literature & Theory
People, Space, Territory & Experience
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“I find it striking that the quality of the urban habitat of homo-
sapieans is so weakly researched compared to the habitats of 
gorillas, elephants, and Bengal tigers and panda bears in China…
you hardly see anything on the habitat of man in the urban 

environment.” 
-Jan Gehl
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The core of the investigation is witnessed through 
relationships between the inhabitant and the 
habitat, the human populous and the Porirua 
Stream. To bring people to the stream and interact 
with it, one must understand human behaviour. The 
written works of urban theorists, provided insight 
into human activity within space. This builds upon 
a foundation that clarified the importance of the 
human experience and spatial empowerment. 

Understanding human interaction through space 
was vital to develop a rational framework for site 
investigations and field work to be conducted. 
This set up a foundation for successive design 
experimentations.

The views in this section are based on my 
own interpretations and understanding 
from research conducted on the following 

authors and their written material. 
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Jane Jacobs Birgitte SvarreMartin Prominski
Born: 
4 May 1916, 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, 
United States

Died: 
25 April 2006, 
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada

Jan Gehl
Born: 
17 September 1936,
Copenhagen, Denmark

Kevin Lynch
Born: 
7 January 1918, 
Chicago, Illinois, 
United States

Died: 
25 April 1984, 
Aquinnah, Massachusetts,
United States
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W. D.   B r o w n i n g
‘14 Patterns of Biophilic Design’

Browning explores the effects of natural streams on 
human health and wellbeing. He justifies the need 
for public engagement with estuarine ecosystems.

J i m    M c C l u s k e y
‘‘Road Form and Townscape’ 

Although a champion of the surface scale approach, 
McCluskey does not take large scale urban planning 
for granted. He examines the importance of 
pedestrian flows and the value of nodes, vectors and 
public trajectory.

J a n e    J a c o b s
‘The Death and Life of Great American Cities’

Jacobs’ criticism of urban gentrification and the 
prioritization of transport flows over pedestrian 
life relates to the importance of small interventions 
having  appropriate stimulation in site development.  
It considers human activity and life from the individual 
level rather than blank slate transformations, for they 
have no regard for existing urban life and methods to 
enhance them. 

M a r t i n    P r o m i n s k i
‘River Space Design’

Prominski and his collaborators exposed the 
importance of the estuarine domain and its spatial 
qualities  which remain underutilized in the modern 
urban environment. His principles outline the 
difficult situation when dealing with stopbanks 
and flooding infrastructure. He establishes 
basic pedestrian activity though adapting this 
infrastructure as areas of human occupation by 
mostly exposing infrastructure to flooding scenarios 
through manipulation of levels and crossings.

J a n    G e h l  
‘Life Between Buildings’

 ‘How to Study Public Life’

Gehl’s explorations into human scale interventions 
and the influence of individual interaction within 
neglected space relates to the underutilized territory 
of river banks and infrastructural barriers.

B i r g i t t e    S v a r r e
 ‘How to Study Public Life’

Svarre investigated how human behaviour can be 
influenced by their physical surroundings. Her 
concepts and explorations with regard to human 
empowerment play a key role in understanding 
the potentials and quality of space. She uncovered 
conditions that affect human populations and the 
way the urban environment and its structure can 
psychologically influence pedestrian interaction 
within space.

K e v i n   L y n c h
 ‘Image of the City’

Lynch’s fundamental principles of urban organisation 
revolves around the idea of individual navigability. 
He emphasises the importance of nodes, landmarks 
and spatial identity that centres around the premise 
of universal familiarity in order to produce necessary 
social activity and passage.
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Biophilia and Urban Wellbeing
W.D. Browning

“Rivers are places that renew our spirit, connect 
us with our past, and link us directly with the 

flow and rhythm of the natural world”
- Leo Tolstoy

 
Biophilia is the philosophy that explores the fact that 
as living organisms our link with nature is an essential 
part of our being. As urban populations continue to 
rapidly rise, the absence of natural surroundings 
creates a significant void in quality of life amongst 
city sprawl. The benefits of reconnecting with nature 
is at the core of human wellbeing and survival within 
our relatively new habitat. 

Our innate link with nature can be explained through 
three key relationships documented by Browning. 
He determined the 14 fundamentals to developing 
biophilic design. visual connections to nature, the 
presence of water and connections with natural 
systems, as the most important. 

Access to water and the benefits these have to our 
sensory stimuli, are characteristic of the advantages 
offered by well-functioning ecosystems. These are 
paramount to the creation of heathy environments 
for inhabitation.  Psychological benefits of people 
connecting with nature have been the subject of 
much deliberation. As stated, human exposure to 
natural habitats aids with alertness, concentration, 
emotions, stress and energy. 

“Biophilic design can reduce stress, enhance 
creativity and clarity of thought, improve our 

well-being and expedite healing”
- W. D. Browning
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fig 2.1:   Conceptual interaction with daylighted stormwater    
  in Porirua, represents human interaction with    
  natural systems.
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Human Empowerment
Jane Jacobs

Jacobs' often cited the days before the automobile as 
the golden epoch of urban living as it witnessed real 
‘human empowerment’ on city streets. 

Ultimately, the importance of human invested 
spaces is today limited at the expense of automobile 
domination. ‘Human empowerment’, although an 
expression not directly coined by Jacobs, is based on 
her concept of subconsciously having the ability to 
feel one’s autonomy, control and sense of belonging. 
With regard to space and environment, inducing 
‘human empowerment’ is fundamental to the 
flourishing of public life. 

To Jacob's, the source for this organic flourishing 
of activity in city pockets was less related to their 
specific locations, and more linked with the qualities 
that these specific spaces had to offer. 

She states, the pillars of ‘empowerment’ were forged 
out of the ability for a space to offer a sense of safety, 
comfort, diversity, amenity and approachability. 
These characteristics came under threat from the 
acceleration of vehicular prioritisation on city streets 
that led to pedestrians abandoning former watering 
holes. 

In order for a location to create a sense of belonging, 
the space needs to be inviting from the outside 
and accessible. Many spaces create the illusion of 
seclusion, turning public space into a quasi-private 
space by sealing off the majority of the perimeter. 

The streets are not for travel they are for living. 
Similarly, pedestrian flows are lacking around many 

urban waterways today. Roads surrounding them 
are full of motor traffic, congested and often difficult 
to cross. The current transition between streams 
and streets are plagued by the lack of privilege to 
pedestrians, and this hinders the creation  of  ‘public 
life’.

What constitutes a neglected space or a place of 
decay, is the absence of human activity. It should be 
noted that with regard to dead space, the conclusion 
is that most domains that fall victim to neglect 
are due to isolation caused by infrastructure and 
development that severs pedestrian flows. The result 
is the absence of empowerment and the ability to 
congregate. 

Human empowerment was the foundation on which 
many other theorists have explored public activity 
in urban spaces, including that of territory and 
individualism. 
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fig 2.2:   Jane Jacobs, 1961
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Territory and Space
Jan Gehl

Examining human behaviour in the urban 
environment was at the cornerstone of Gehl’s 
investigation into empowerment, concluded that 
a key influence on public behaviour is based on 
the extent of one’s perception of spatial quality in 
relation to the human body. In many ways it could 
be described as a type of ‘territorialisation’. 

Every object or person has with it, its own 
territorial claim within space. The key to empower 
human activity is related to the territory that can be 
claimed by the said user. Hence wide or open spaces 
evokes greater empowerment since the user has a 
superior amount of territory to compete with. 

Based on Gehl’s explorations the ‘human 
experience’ is largely based off spatial volumes, 
similar to a personal bubble which is part of the 
sensual experience where human interaction incurs. 
Variation in sizes of territory interpreted by the 
individual alters the human experience. 

Gehl was specifically interested in the theory of 
attributing better   routes of access and continuity 
for pedestrian spatial experiencesas this improves 
the overall circulation and mobility within the 
urban landscape and supports his investigations 
into human behaviour.

His explorations into life and form concluded that 
not only does the type of object influence human 
activity but field conditions also play a significant 
role in the behavioural patterns of pedestrians. Gehl 
exposes the importance of the ‘machine’, and the 
idea that all sites and situations are overlapping, 
and the condition of one zone, one situation, 
is determined by another one located in close 
proximity . 

Like appendages these conditions impact human 
interaction within space, therefore it was concluded 
that the stream needs to be observed as a complex 
network rather than a closed system. 

3m 7m

fig 0.3:    Spatial profiling with the    
   human experience, through    
   territory and visual contact.
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Urban Scale and Human Scale
Jim McCluskey

The importance of the human scale does not come 
at the expense of urban characteristics found 
within the broader context. One could say that in 
order for people to effectively act or experience the 
urban environment, they must be able to “orientate 
themselves through their surroundings” (McCluskey, 
13-15).

Jim McCluskey examined the significance and 
variations of urban connectivity routes. He describes 
the differences of overall road structure with regard 
to network patterns.  This supports the notion 
that orientation of city streets are directly related 
to growth of new public orientated spaces within 
urban settings, rather than integrating preceding 
public places. 

Townscape alignment’ is a phrase used to describe 
the overall structure of city connections and 
networks. The three most fundamental elements of 
the townscape relates to the understanding of ‘place, 
path and domain’ (McCluskey, 12-13). 

The concept of place was explored as ‘key nodes’ and 
landmarks as points of interest or destination zones. 
Paths are routes connecting places, and often imply 
movement or ‘vectors’ were defined. 

A similar approach to urban exploration was adopted 
by Stan Allen, with regard to his ‘field conditions’, 
whereby urban structure in terms of road networks 
were used to rationalise these urban layouts. 

fig 2.4:   Stan Allen’s ‘Field Conditions’, for breaking down    
  urban networks.
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Stopbanks and Adaptability
Martin Prominski

Prominski explored the factors that separated 
urban streams and fragmented environmental 
conditions. Many of the surrounding infrastructures 
and amenities created obstacles to pedestrian 
flows and accessibility. Some infrastructures that 
contributed to this blockade on human activity at 
local waterfronts were tailored in the design process, 
utilizing industrial barriers  to influence circulation 
corridors. 

A major contribution that Prominski brought to 
processes of linking spaces to streams, was in relation 
to adaptability. Adapting existing conditions to 
deal with issues including flooding and water 
quality were of utmost concern to his research. 
Prominski’s catalogue of urban projects signified the 
balance between functionality and spatiality. Both 
contributed to improvement in the human experience 
and  activation of urban waterway domains.  
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Flooding Extents

River Levels

fig 2.5:   Various applications of ‘frontage’ with stopbanks
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Lynch's investigations aimed to uncover the 
perception of spatiality and its relationship to 
human attributes. He determined the importance 
navigation has on the perception of the environment 
to the pedestrian. As far as navigation is concerned, 
habit and familiarity are significant to how people 
structure their actions within spatial territory. 

Lynch also determined the value of the threshold 
space between two realms of occupation. Cities 
are divided into ‘districts’ or ‘fields’ that basically 
represent different spaces carved out of the structure 
and intricate networks of the urban fabric. 

Lynch’s explorations on pedestrian motion or flows 
started to provide insights into the influence of urban 
connectivity routes and modes of access that are best 
characterised through landmarks and nodes.  

The key to providing safe and preferred pedestrian 
experiences are determined by the utilization of 
corridors and their relationships to key nodes and 
landmarks. These should dictate the appropriate 
routes of access and thereby improve the personal 
experiences within a site. It is these routes and 
corridors of hierarchy that will characterize the true 
experience of the urban surrounding though public 
interaction, public mobility and public utilization of 
space.

Urban Flows
Kevin Lynch
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fig 2.6:   Journeys formed, and relationships between      
  green space and negative space across     
  Porirua and Tawa. These can act as nodes between    
  spaces, and urban connectivity routes.
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L i t e r a t u r e    R e v i e w    S u m m a r y

The theorists were selected in order to complement 
the aims and objectives of this research and to 
develop an approach for achieving these goals. 
Regarding accessibility the fundamental concept that 
would drive much of the research and development 
included the ability to bring people or the ‘flow’ to 
the stream using McCluskey’s urban connectivity 
routes, and urban flows or circulation inspired by 
Kevin Lynch. 

Prominski’s principles on water management is 
based on the notion of adaptability, that is adapting 
existing conditions rather than creating new ones, 
and utilising industrial barriers for circulation 
corridors. This was critical to the design outcomes 
and carried through into the fieldwork.

Gehl’s theories have inspired my notion of 
territorialisation based on how spatial quality is 
influenced by objects and human interactions.  
Jacobs’ concept of human empowerment that 
subconsciously provides autonomy, control and 
a sense of belonging was explored and applied in 
the design process of the Porirua stream to achieve 
enhanced spatial quality. 

Enriched human experience and wellbeing 
was approached through Browning’s inspired 
relationship between people and streams that was 
conducted via visual connections to the stream and 
natural systems.
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C H A P T E R

III
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Tracking the Stream
Site Analysis & Exploration
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R e g i o n a l    C o n t e x t

fig 3.1:   Porirua Stream watershed, terrain and urban context.
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fig 3.2:   Porirua, in relation to the Wellington Region.

Both the Porirua and Tawa districts  contain the  
perfect conditions for conducting this research 
experiment. The numerous typologies and site 
conditions critical to the creation of a successful 
riverfront can be found in the form of the site’s parking 
spaces, green belt, infrastructures, stopbanks and 
road networks.
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fig 3.3:   Porirua community data, breakdown

U r b a n    P r o f i l e
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fig 3.4:   Population density across Porirua 
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S t r e a m    P r o f i l e

The Porirua catchment is located amongst the valleys 
and flatlands forming the visible depressions of an 
otherwise raised landform. These valleys and troughs 
constitute much of what is the Wellington and 
Ohariu fault lines and establishes the main passage 
by which the multitude of tributaries journey to the 
shore occurs. 

The stream begins its trek from Newlands and 
Johnsonville to its destination at the confluence of 
the Porirua Harbour’s Onepoto arm and Cannons 
Creek. The stream crosses two city districts, with 
the lengthier upper portion of estuary and tributaries 
located within Wellington City boundaries, and 
the lower portion in Porirua. Because of the nature 
of settlement in the valley, the stream runs through 
three major industrial and commercial sectors, Tawa 
centre, the Kenepuru precinct, and Porirua Central. 

The illusion is that the estuary’s 10km journey 
through suburban and semi-urban areas, makes the 
stream appear less impacted by human influences 
than in densely-urbanised localities. However, this 
stream is besieged by bank erosion, lack of riparian 
planting, channelling and contamination, all of 
which emulate characteristics usually found in the 
densest built-up areas.
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(Right) fig 3.5:   Urban concentrations along the Porirua Stream,   
   Porirua Harbour to South Tawa

(Next, Left) fig 3.6:   Porirua Stream, Porirua Centre and Kenepuru   
   Precinct

(Next, Left) fig 3.7:   Porirua Stream, Central Tawa

Construction of houses, roads, infrastructure, 
and amenities have left the Porirua stream in a 
predicament whereby the orientation of the urban 
structure is facing away from the stream. Most 
buildings have their backs facing this waterway, 
leaving the estuarine corridor with an atmosphere 
resembling a type of dead space and abandonment. 

The stream itself is relatively shallow or as stated in 
an 1840 description, “no more than six yards wide or 
knee deep at any point” (TCB, 1965).

Scale 1 : 
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S t r e a m   C o n t e x t

The history of the Porirua stream, its environment, 
and its context, are vital elements to uncovering the 
underlying factors that make the current relationship 
between the dweller and the stream so disconnected. 

Of the four main townships that form the Wellington 
urban region, Porirua has experienced the largest 
decline in economic activity. What has kept Porirua 
enduring has been its main transport link for its 
neighbouring city centres. 

fig 3.8:   Porirua Stream, ecological and urban context
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P O R I R U A     S T R E A M        1 7 9 0  -  1 9 9 0

Old Porirua Village, circa 1890-1910 Main Road Porirua, 1908

Porirua, circa 1950s Construction of State Highway 1, 1953

1790
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Straightening the Stream, 1961

Local Flooding at Main Road Porirua, circa 1920s

Porirua Harbour during the 1961/62 Reclaimation

(Above & Below) fig 3.9:   
Historical Photography of Porirua 
and Tawa 1890s-1990s.

(Centre) fig 3.10:   
Historical Interpretation of pre-
colonial landform and wetlands.

1990
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The dense marshland and lush wetlands that 
concentrated within the Tawa valley and Porirua 
flats, nourished the local inhabitants of the region for 
centuries until they were drained for access to rich 
pasture. Ngati Toa settlement and sporadic colonial 
dwellings, concentrated in this locality primarily 
due to the stream itself. 

The dawn of the 19th century began a period of rapid 
transformations to the stream corridor. In the 1850s 
the embankments and adjacent hills were cleared of 
vegetation,  forests were incinerated and habitats 
consequentially destroyed. The construction of 
railroads from 1885 to 1908, shaped the future of the 
valley, spurring on the growth of the Porirua village. 

The 20th century marked a quiet period in the 
stream’s history. Much of the stream’s human impact 
remained relatively confined to industrial growth 
near Porirua Centre. The 1930s ussherd the expansion 
of early highway systems. Major earthworks began 
on rechannelling the stream in order to host routes 
of national importance. 

E v o l u t i o n   o f   
t h e    S t r e a m
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fig 3.11:   Porirua Stream channelling and   
  earthworks, 1950s-1960s.

Urban development around the highways led to 
a post-war era suburban explosion in Tawa and 
Kenepuru. The introduction of State Highway 
1 during the 1950s, marked the peak of human 
intervention on site. Most native vegetation and 
soil were removed and the resulting stream became 
notoriously channelled, confined and degraded.  

Considering the urban layout in terms of roads and 
paths, sediment laden runoff focussed towards the 
stream and has polluted the waterway.
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W a t e r s h e d   a n d   
H y d r o l o g y

W a t e r s h e d

The 41-sqkm Porirua drainage basin consists of three 
main catchments, the largest and most prominent 
being that of the Porirua stream. The Porirua 
catchment basically comprises of seven major sub-
catchments and more than twenty distinctive 
tributaries. Due to the local landform, much of these 
tributaries cannot often handle prolonged rainfall. 

When working with estuarine corridors, it is easy 
to consider the stream as a single linear system. 
However, the stream’s entire watershed needs to be 
involved in design experimentations. The estuary is a 
complex network of tributaries, channels, and piped 
infrastructure. 

Together these appendages contribute to the existing 
site conditions like a machine. Interference with any 
part of this network will have significant impact on 
the stream’s condition. Dealing with site conditions 
too close to the stream and urban centres will not 
have the desired implications unless these issues are 
dealt with further upstream.
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WATERWAYS

SETTLEMENT

HUBS/CORRIDORS

CHANNELLING

Porirua Stream  Area   Catchment %

Kenepuru Stream   1500ha   8.1
Linden /Tawa   690ha   3.7
Takapu Stream   850ha   4.6
Belmont Stream   720ha   3.9
Stebbings Stream   700ha   3.8
Mitchell Stream   800ha   4.3

The Porirua sub-catchment total (largest extent) is approx. 
28.5%  of the entire Harbour Drainage Basin 

(Blaschke, 2009)

fig 3.12:   Catchment data table, area and extents

fig 3.13:   Porirua Stream catchment    
  and regional watershed
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Tawa
(550ha)

Kenepuru
(1 500ha)

Mitchell
(700ha)

Linden
(450ha)

Takapu
(900ha)

Belmont
(750ha)

Churton Park
(750ha)

Porirua Catchment
(4 100ha)

C a t c h m e n t    &    F l o o d p l a i n

On observation the Porirua Stream’s multiple 
tributaries have contributed to the breakup of the 
site matrix at the local scale. The suburban network 
surrounding the Porirua flats and Tawa valley are 
left partitioned by these veins of the watershed. 

The inundation of Porirua’s neighbourhoods is 
common incidence faced by the community. During 
the growth of Porirua, the stream experienced an 
encroachment of urban development. The resulting 
development constrained the stream channel and 
profile. Consequentially, available space for the 
floodplain became condensed, and therefore the 
volume of water content during such scenarios was 
difficult to contain.  

(Above) fig 3.14:   Porirua sub-catchments

(Right) fig 3.15:   Porirua flooding scenarios and extents
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fig 3.16:   Porirua Stream, localised    
  watershed and stormwater    
  network at Porirua City.

F l o o d p l a i n

Despite a marginally above average annual rainfall 
of 1200mm, the stream is currently too condensed 
to avoid excessive flooding into the urban matrix 
(Blaschke, 2010). Incidents with 100year rainfall 
events are likely to overwhelm the stream’s 
tributaries, and dangerously extend into Tawa, and 
Porirua’s flatlands. 

Existing stopbanks prevent smaller recurring flood 
scenarios from spilling into bordering suburbs. 
However, the effects of these stopbanks also 
contribute to the mutilation of the stream itself 
by evoking erosion, sediment spillage, and habitat 
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Urban Wellington

Sub-Urban Wellington Sub-Urban  Eastbourne
Sub-Urban  Wainuimata

Rakaia  Terrain Esk Head Belt Pahau   Terrain

Wellington Harbour (Port Nicholson) Lake Onoke SOUTH PACIFIC OCEANCOOK STRAIT
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fig 3.17:   General topography and terrain    
  transects of the Porirua area. Demonstrates   
  watershed characteristics and stream corridor.

G e o m o r p h o l o g y   &    
T e r r a i n
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fig 3.18:   Geomorphology of the entire    
  Wellington Region, Ohariu Fault   
  indicated. Alluvium soil comprises   
  most of the soil structure.
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W E L L I N G T O N

P O R I R U A

L O W E R  
H U T T

U P P E R  
H U T T

K A P I T I

P O R I R U A

The site analysis was firstly conducted to 
understand the Porirua Stream’s context amongst 
its surroundings. At an early stage it was apparent 
that the urban context was a crucial element to the 
stream’s unique characteristics. The Ohariu fault is 
illuminated by a dense layering of sub-urban and 
semi-urban development, that infringes upon the 
edges of the stream throughout its journey to the 
inlet. 

The stream corridor is inhabited by at least 85, 000 
residents with more than half of them situated within 
bordering neighbours across Porirua (Blaschke, 
2009), the effects of the stream have a direct impact on 
the majority of these residents through hydrological 
activity including annual flooding.

U r b a n     S i t u a t  i o n 
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W E L L I N G T O N

P O R I R U A

L O W E R  
H U T T

U P P E R  
H U T T

K A P I T I

P O R I R U A

(Above) fig 3.19:   Urban sprawl across the  
   Wellington metropolitan  
   area.

(Left) fig 3.20:   The Porirua Stream’s  
   urban context and   
   suburban density.
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G o l d e n   T r i a n g l e 

Porirua once hosted a significant industrial sector 
that was of great importance to the economy of 
Wellington, and remains a vital part of the regions 
‘golden triangle’. Over time this has resulted in 
Porirua becoming a significant transport sector 
across the lower North Island. The island’s main 
arteries of travel, including State Highway 1 and the 
North Island Rail Trunk, are integrally located across 
the Porirua corridor which acts as the main way of 
passage to and from the capital. While providing 
Porirua with necessary growth, these regional 
infrastructures have also ultimately contributed to a 
prominent partition within the area’s urban fabric. 

(Above) fig 3.21:   Wellington Region’s   
   industrial sectors and   
   trade corridors.
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WELLINGTON GOLDEN 
TRIANGLE

WELLINGTONLOWER HUTT PORIRUA UPPER HUTT

Year    Mean Flow (m³/sec)    Minimum Flow (m³/sec)    Maximum Flow (m³/sec)

2017    0.95      0.21090  Mar2017    33.37805  Apr 2017
2016    0.871      0.09711  Mar 2016    54.20815  Nov 2016
2015    0.728      0.12004  Mar2015    66.00014  May 2015
2014    0.563      0.14902  Apr 2014    24.99816  Apr 2014
2013    0.825      0.12702  Feb 2013    44.34404  Feb 2013
2012    0.614      0.15425  Dec 2012    22.38006  Jun 2012
2011    0.689      0.15826  Feb2011    36.27115  May 2011
2010    0.934      0.14017  Apr 2010    50.48825  May 2010
2009    0.732      0.12908  Feb 2009    35.76331  Aug 2009
2008    0.956      0.14006  Feb 2008    37.03412  Jul 2008
2007    0.480      0.13611  Apr 2007    25.59714  Nov 2007
2006    1.016      0.07917  Jan 2006    32.16229  Oct 2006
2005    0.495      0.11329  Dec 2005    35.58208  Jan 2005
2004    1.151      0.19503  Jan 2004    49.47316  Feb 2004
2003    0.624      0.08927  Mar 2003    33.52503  Oct 2003
2002    0.657      0.14228  Dec 2002    32.08617  Jun 2002

1 570 000m2
2 560 000m2 540 000m2

4 110 000m2

PORIRUA
LOWER HUTT

WELLINGTON
UPPER HUTT

INDUSTRIAL WORKS &
MANUFACTURING
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FUTURE MIGRATION

 2040-2050
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FISHING & 
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 2040-2050

(Above) fig 1.22:   Primary economic sector and   
   industries of importance to the  
   Wellington Region.

(Below) fig 3.23:   Relationship between industrial  
   and residential landcover across  
   the Wellington Region.
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WELLINGTON GOLDEN 
TRIANGLE

WELLINGTONLOWER HUTT PORIRUA UPPER HUTT

Year    Mean Flow (m³/sec)    Minimum Flow (m³/sec)    Maximum Flow (m³/sec)

2017    0.95      0.21090  Mar2017    33.37805  Apr 2017
2016    0.871      0.09711  Mar 2016    54.20815  Nov 2016
2015    0.728      0.12004  Mar2015    66.00014  May 2015
2014    0.563      0.14902  Apr 2014    24.99816  Apr 2014
2013    0.825      0.12702  Feb 2013    44.34404  Feb 2013
2012    0.614      0.15425  Dec 2012    22.38006  Jun 2012
2011    0.689      0.15826  Feb2011    36.27115  May 2011
2010    0.934      0.14017  Apr 2010    50.48825  May 2010
2009    0.732      0.12908  Feb 2009    35.76331  Aug 2009
2008    0.956      0.14006  Feb 2008    37.03412  Jul 2008
2007    0.480      0.13611  Apr 2007    25.59714  Nov 2007
2006    1.016      0.07917  Jan 2006    32.16229  Oct 2006
2005    0.495      0.11329  Dec 2005    35.58208  Jan 2005
2004    1.151      0.19503  Jan 2004    49.47316  Feb 2004
2003    0.624      0.08927  Mar 2003    33.52503  Oct 2003
2002    0.657      0.14228  Dec 2002    32.08617  Jun 2002

1 570 000m2
2 560 000m2 540 000m2

4 110 000m2

(Above) fig 3.24:   Wellington ‘Golden Triangle’  
   industrail areas and major   
   transport corridors.
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It was vital to gain an understanding of the overall 
context of which the stream is subjected to in the 
early stages of analysis. Understanding the site 
conditions would give a better interpretation of 
how the stream fits in with its surroundings and its 
relationships to it. 

Virtually all urban areas are condensed and packed 
next to the stream corridor.  There is a linear route 
between each major urban centre that coincides 
with the contaminants and pollutants affecting the 
stream along its length. Due to the topography of the 
region, all urban-suburban runoff is collected within 
the basin as it marks the lowest point in the entire 
area, thereby making contamination concentrated 
within this area. 

The stream has a direct correlation with multiple 
green space networks densely planted along the 
stream and sparsely out into the extremities. There 
is clearly a lack of natural ecosystems and habitats 
present, the few that remain are under threat. 

Through this large-scale investigation, it was clear 
that these six elements were interrelated with one 
another. This exposed the complexities of the stream 
environment and demonstrated that the contextual 
factors that influence the stream are also influenced 
by each other.

fig 3.25:  Greenspace along the Porirua 
Stream corridor. 

fig 3.26:  Porirua Stream watershed, 
including main tributaries.

S t r e a m    
C o n d i t i o n s
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RESERVELAND CONTEXT URBAN HUB CHAIN

fig 3.27:  Primary reserves and relatively 
well protected habitats.

fig 3.28:  Urban hubs and density chain, 
identifying areas with high   
concentrations of the built   
environment conditions.

fig 3.29:  Primary contamination zones, 
corresponds with urban  
development.

fig 3.30:  Industrial context that directly 
affects the Porirua Stream. 
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U r b a n    S u r f  a c e    &    S u r r o u n d i n g s

The Porirua stream is mostly bounded by the   
suburban matrix of Wellington’s northern corridor. 
The few level surfaces bordering the stream’s 
perimeter are heavily built-up zones of the urban 
context. The urban centres that encroach upon this 
stream are dictated by the unique road patterns 
which increases impermeable surfaces and hence 
conditions ideal for flooding.

fig 3.31:  Permeable surfaces , recreation grounds, 
reserves, natural forest and turf.

fig 3.32:  Porirua Stream, permeable   
surfaces, green belt, natural   
turf, parks, squares,  recreation
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fig 3.33:   Identifying key areas where all site   
  conditions are present, including   
  overlaying variations in permeability.

fig 3.34:   Porirua Stream, impermeable   
  surfaces, roads, carparks, pavement,   
  public squares
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U r b a n    S t r u c t u r e

The aim of applying Stan Allen’s field conditions 
to the site, was to understand the construct of the 
urban fabric by breaking down the site into its basic 
pattern.  

Based on the findings it was clear that the Porirua 
Stream, having being mostly bounded by the 
suburban matrix of Wellington’s northern extents 
was broken into fluctuating grids and branching 
networks. These demonstrate how urban sprawl 
encroaches upon the stream and is dictated by the  
road patterns craved out of existing circulation 
sectors.

fig 3.35:   Contextual breakdown   
   of the urban network     
  around the Porirua     
  Stream.
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(Above) fig 3.36:   Variations of field  conditions   
   found across the Porirua Stream.

(Below) fig 3.37:   Field conditions of the surrounding  
   Porirua Stream and it’s urban  
   context. 
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As the largest natural passage to the Wellington 
harbour, the Porirua Stream corridor once served as 
a vital Maori trail to key settlements in the north. 
Centuries later, the same route was adopted as the 
primary transport sector, making much of the stream 
heavily urbanised and subsequently partitioned from 
public access. 

The evolution of transportation was key to 
understanding the existing conditions within the 
site. Beginning with the development of the railways 
that replaced traditional trails and waterways as the 
main mode of travel. For navigational reasons early 
inhabitation had occurred around former native paths 
and led to railroads coincidentally running parallel to 
these estuaries. The highways later expanded these 
transport corridors once again linking settlements 
and thus following the local stream.

During the investigations into these relationships of 
transport infrastructures, it became apparent that 
though these major barriers caused connectivity 
issues by carving through the urban fabric, as a 
collective they created a much more formidable 
division in the environment, acting like an ‘Urban 
Saw’.

The nation’s ‘Urban Saw’ is most evident across the 
North Island. It follows numerous rivers and streams 
along with State Highway and the North Island Rail 
Trunk. The ‘Urban Saw’ passes through Porirua and 
Tawa, where all its effects are visible.  

Roads/Car Parks HighwayGreen-space Railway

Porirua Stream

U R B A N   S A W

Western Porirua Porirua East

Subcatchment    Area (ha)   Sediment load (kt/yr)  Calculated yield (t/ha/yr)

Camborne Stream    25    0.014      0.56
Kakaho Stream     1,246   2.320      1.86
No 2 Stream     39    0.038      0.97
Horokiri Stream     3,306   6.880      2.08
Ration Stream     680   0.442      0.65
Collins Stream     63    0.030      0.48
Pauatahanui Stream   4,168   5.519      1.32
Duck Creek      1,030   1.354      1.32
Browns Stream     135   0.051      0.38
Subtotal Pauatahanui   10,692   16.648      1.56
Papakowhai north    63    0.025      0.40
Papakowhai south    28    0.013     0.47
Aotea Lagoon     42    0.022      0.52
Okowai Road     52    0.036      0.70
Kenepuru Stream    1,266   1.089      0.86
Porirua Stream     4,108   4.164      1.01
Semple Street Stream   160   0.064      0.40
Takapuwahia Stream   347   0.205      0.59
No 13 Stream ‘Titahi’   101   0.034      0.34
No 14 Stream ‘Onepoto’   111   0.023      0.21
No 15 Stream ‘Te Onepoto’  98    0.061      0.62
Subtotal Onepoto    6,376   5.735      0.90

OVERALL TOTAL (ha)   17,068   22.383      1.31 

(Above) fig 3.38:     Representation of the Urban Saw 

(Right, Above) fig 3.39:   Evolution of the Urban Saw,   
     from rivers, railways, roads.

(Right, Below) fig 3.40:    Context of (1) rivers, (2) railways, 
     and (3)roads forming the urban  
     saw across the nation. 

U r b a n    S a w
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B a r r i e r s   a n d   
O b s t a c l e s

The ‘Urban Saw’ is characterized by the three primary 
urban dividers, roads, railways and rivers. Yet 
more significant disruptions can be identified with 
accessibility and circulation from the human scale. 
These barriers are mostly related to encroaching 
infrastructures built around the estuarine corridor. 

The most significant of the infrastructures included 
are the stream’s stopbanks located around the 
urbanized-industrial sectors of Tawa and Porirua. 
While they performed their flood management 
tasks, like virtually all conventional stopbanks they 
cause accessibility issues on site. Manipulating the 
stopbanks rather than removing was a goal that the 
design needed to achieve.

Other barriers located within the site boundaries 
include, steel fencing, retaining walls, parking zones, 
service lanes, buildings, and some-what exposed 
stormwater channels.  Electric lines and above ground 
piping contribute to the confined stream corridor 
and lack of public interaction to the estuary. These 
have become barriers due to the conditions that 
influence them. Despite this they show potential for 
opportunities to expand connectivity within their 
settings.
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(Above) fig 3.41:    On field barriers; (1) powerlines,    
    (2) vegetation, (3) railroad,    
    (4)service lanes, (5) roads-highway,   
    (6)amenities, (7)stopbanks,     
    (8) parking spaces,  (9) walls,     
    (10) crates and store material. 

(Below) fig 3.42:    Representation of all barriers    
    together, numerous barriers come    
    together to form formidable     
    barriers.
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B a r r i e r s    I m p a c t

All barriers have a realm of influence and are the 
primary contributors to the territorial breakup 
of space, thereby fragmenting their immediate 
environment. Variations in elevation, and distance 
between barriers contribute to the disempowerment 
of the human experience. 

When observing the stream corridor, it is clear that 
the overall domain is broken down into smaller 
territories primarily focussed towards the western 
side of the stream. The larger realm for human 
interaction is generally found further away towards 
the fringes of the overall domain where many 
constraints are found. This clearly shows that the 
barriers obstruct the ability for human interaction 
with the stream. 
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(Above) fig 3.43:     Breakdown of barriers, (1) Topographically influenced    
    obstructions, (2)Vegetation barriers  based on planting densities,   
    (3) Frequency of public activity, (4) Frequency of barriers and   
    obstructions.
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H a b i t a t    D e g e n e r a t i o n

Native forest once covered 60% of the stream 
corridor and basin. Today only 8% remains, a 
testament to the radical transformation to ecosystem 
(PICT, 2001). According to the Porirua Council, the 
apparent diversity and abundance of aquatic life is 
found to be the poorest in pastoral lowlands and 
urban estuaries. Flood protection measures are often 
cited as the main contributing factors because they 
often compromise and compress the natural flood 
plain. The primary contributions to habitat decline 
in the stream corridor can be observed through the 
ecosystem becoming physically impaired due to 
barriers, impermeable surfaces, pooling conditions, 
and morphology.

Water quality data sourced in 2016, from monitored 
sites at Glenside and Wall Park, consider the stream 
to be of average quality (Lawa, 2016). Yet when 
comparing its average to most other streams in the 
country, it does equate as a healthy stream. The 
contamination levels in the stream have stagnated 
and left it relatively unprepared for recreational use, 
some form of treatment will be required.

Landcover   Area (ha)  Mean size of polygon (ha)  %

Built up area   2590   63     13.8 
Exotic forest   2700   11     14.4
Exotic grassland   8580   119     45.8
Gorse and broom  1570   13     8.4
Indigenous forest  1870   7     10.0
Indigenous scrub  930   15     5.0
Open space  340   4     1.8
Orchards-crops   20   4     0.1
Quarry    10   9     <0.1
Swamp    120   11     0.6

(Blaschke, 2009)
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Kohekohe, Tawa Forest
Tawa, Kamahi

Totara, Matai, Ribbonwood Forest
Kahikatea, Pukatea Forest

Flaxland

Podocarp Forest

Raupo Reedland

 Pre-Colonial Terrestrial Vegetation

Kohekohe, Tawa Forest
Tawa, Kamahi

Totara, Matai, Ribbonwood Forest
Kahikatea, Pukatea Forest

Flaxland

Podocarp Forest

Remnant Native Territorial Vegetation

fig 3.44:   Surface vegetation, plant    
  types and land cover, 1790s.

fig 3.45:   Surface vegetation, plant    
  types and land cover, 2000s.
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fig 3.46:   Sediment and pollutant    
  contamination across Porirua   
  centre.

Porirua City Industries  

Industry (ANZSIC06)(1)   Employee count  Percent of total employee count   Employee count   Percent of total employee count

Health care and social assistance  2,750    18.3       211,350    10.9

Education and training    2,480    16.5       167,240    8.6

Retail trade      2,210    14.7       195,870    10.1

Construction      1,780    11.9       124,870    6.4

Accommodation and food services   850    5.7       134,440    6.9

     2013         2006  

Ethnic group - multi-response Number % of total population  Wellington Region %  Number % of total population  Wellington Region   Change %2006 to 2013

European    31,047  60.0    73.2    26,199  54.0    67.5    +4,848
Māori     10,134  19.6    12.4    9,645  19.9    12.3    +489
Pacific peoples   12,738  24.6    7.7    12,267  25.3    7.7    +471
Asian     3,117  6.0    10.0    2,088  4.3    8.1    +1,029
Mid. Eastern/Latino/Black  360  0.7    1.4    237  0.5    1.2    +123
New Zealander   636  1.2    1.7    4,092  8.4    10.5    -3,456
Other ethnicity   27  0.1    0.0    12  0.0    0.0    +15
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fig 3.47:   Soil permeability across the    
  Porirua region.
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E x i s t i n g   B i o d i v e r s i t y

Taxonomic data refers to the headcount of species 
found within a specific sample environment. This 
helps to determine the bio-diversity levels found 
at the stream. According to data collected between 
2004- 2016 the taxonomic richness was found to be 
a median score of 18, which is relatively poor for a 
stream of similar profile.  

Despite the current conditions the Porirua Stream 
faces in terms of its habitat quality within the 
confines of urban sprawl, the resilient estuarine 
ecosystems support many species of aquatic wildlife. 
Kokopu, redfin bullies, inanga, and longfin-shortfin 
eels are among the six species that inhabit the length 
of the stream. 

The adverse effects on the quality of the Porirua 
Stream is characteristic of the area’s dwindling 
habitats, excessive storm-water discharge, 
overflowing sewage, presence of pollutants, soil 
erosion and subsequent sedimentation.
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fig 3.48:  Existing bio-diversity around the Porirua 
Stream
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F i e l d w o r k

(Previous) fig 3.49:   Porirua Stream, Tawa bridge

The fieldwork conducted was based on explorations 
and research on human behaviour and activity 
conducted during the literature review process. 
The related site analysis was based on the human 
experience and was paramount to uncovering the 
existing conditions shaping human activity. 

This could be used subsequently to experiment with 
potentials for expanding public life into the stream 
corridor. The fieldwork was conducted in two stages 
beginning with overall contextual mapping and then 
followed by ground exploration. In order to uncover 
the sensory qualities that the specific spaces had to 
offer, much of the field exploration was conducted 
on site.
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(Above) fig 3.50:   Porirua Harbour, 1954

(Below) fig 3.51:   Porirua Stream through  Tawa, 1897
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T e r r i t o r i a l i s a t i o n

(Right) fig 1.52:   Territorialisation , spatial  
   conditions visualised. Stream's  
	 	 	 domain		identified.

(Right) fig 1.53:    Territorialisation, stopbank   
   distances and current    
   positioning.

When exploring the site from the human scale 
and perspective, it became obvious that ‘territory’ 
was significantly defined by topography and site 
conditions.  The site was explored through sections 
to identify the stream domain, urban domain, 
and determine the threshold between these two 
distinctive realms.

When observing the site conditions, it was clear 
that the stopbanks played a key role in increasing 
the partition between the stream domain and its 
surroundings. It was therefore considered that 
these stopbanks were the primary boundaries of the 
threshold between these spaces.

A noticeable feature when observing spatial 
territory at the larger scale was the occurrence 
of stopbank-influenced ‘bottlenecks’ within the 
stream domain. These bottlenecks appeared to show 
irregular congestion along the stream corridor and 
was subsequently utilized for determining the sites 
where design interventions should occur. 

These irregular features meant that the stream was 
also spatially partitioned laterally and in order 
to activate the waterway domain would require 
multiple site interventions across its length.
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(Right) fig 1.54:   Territorialisation, spatial   
   conditions formed out of varying  
	 	 	 flooding		scenarios.

(Right) fig 1.55:    Territorialisation, formed out of  
   foodplain condition extents and in  
   relation to the stream corridor. 

Uncovering the conditions and constraints caused by 
the excessive use of stopbanks was first conducted 
when the site topography and urban matrix was 
analysed through sections. Sections of the site were 
periodically analysed every 20 meters across the 
entirety of the streams watershed, from the inlet 
entrance to the northern suburbs. 

The sections were representative of varying 
typologies that were found across the stream 
corridor between Tawa and Porirua. These created 
a quantitative illustration of existing site conditions, 
beginning the exploration of the site from the human 
perspective and resulting in site territorialisation. 

When categorising the site sectioning and overlaying 
stopbank locations, the sphere of influence can 
be displayed. This data was vital in exploring the 
notion of the human experience on site which would 
lead much of the design process through to the 
conceptual phase. 

The first condition uncovered through the site 
sectioning process was the stopbank to flooding risk 
relationship. This led to the spatial qualities created 
during these scenarios. The flooding extents created 
a distinctive sphere of influence and imposed the 
breakdown of the site into specific sub-sites, which 
contributed to the territorialisation. 
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fig 3.56:      Varying site conditions identified   
   around Tawa through lateral transitions 
   between the stream domain and its   
   surroundings.

G r o u n d      C o n d i t  i o n s

From observations conducted in Tawa,  12 distinct 
conditions and configurations were uncovered. 
These ranged from dense vegetation directly on the 
stream’s edge to highly industrialised sections with 
low vegetation. Eight variations found contained 
some kind of built form whereby half of those 
were residential properties. These were found to 
be the most common scenarios within the stream’s 
proximity.
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fig 3.57:  Territorialisation based on vegetation positioning 
around Tawa through lateral transitions  
between the stream domain and its   
surroundings.

V e g e t a t i o n     I n f l  u e n c e d     C o  n d i t i o n s 

From typologies along the Tawa area of the Porirua 
stream, it was clear that vegetation had a significant 
impact on the breakup of space in relation to the 
stream. 

In Kenepuru the stream is much more constrained 
than in any other area observed and is much 
smaller. It therefore has more difficulties for flood 
management and public activation on a large scale. 

The terrain profile largely appears to be much 
more varied with some portions being heavily 
constrained by high terrain. The Kenepuru precinct 
in particular finds itself in an interesting scenario 
where there are many multiple configurations 
between relatively dense planting and spread out 
building structures.
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H u m a n    E x p e r i e n c e

Breaking down the territorial conditions on the site at 
the human scale revealed a lot about the site’s inner-
workings. In terms of the site’s influence on human 
behaviour, it is apparent that the stream domain 
is heavily influenced by three factors, vegetation 
density, distance from the street to the stream, and 
the placement of the stopbanks. Buildings play a huge 
part in the atmospheric quality of these spaces. The 
blank facades and concrete walls of nearby buildings 
make the stream appear as though it is meant to be 
forgotten, and reinforces the notion that much of the 
existing urban environment is structurally facing 
away from the stream. 

The majority of the estuarine domain does not offer 
much in terms of human empowerment. Due to street 
orientation and building placement, the stream 
domain appears as though it is situated within a 
back alley. Confined by its surroundings the location 
appears and feels secluded.

Visual reception is of significant importance to evoke 
a sense of user empowerment. Much of the lower 
estuary is contained amongst dense vegetation. 
Combined with obtrusive elevations in topography, 
this often leaves visitors to the stream domain 
without any landmarks for orientation. The stream 
is severed from public interaction by the lack of 
visual contact. Much of the current visual channels 
influence pedestrian motion parallel to the stream 
rather than towards it. 
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(Above) fig 3.58:   Spatial profiling with the 
human experience, through  
territory and visual contact.

(Below) fig 3.59:   Spatial profiling with the 
amenities and through  
territory and visual contact.

Public amenities are prominent along most of the 
stream, primarily seating. They remain the only 
utility that could entice any form of activity to be 
conducted along the stream corridor. Yet without 
any direct pedestrian access or circulation the stream 
remains bare of public life. 
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03 fig 3.60:  The human experience, through 
territory and visual contact.   
Tawa Centre, open spaces and  
infrastructure.

fig 3.61:  The human experience based on 
territory and visual contact.   
Tawa	Centre,	confined	spaces.

fig 3.62:  Sphere of influence, in relation  
to the human experience based on 
territory and visual contact.
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fig 3.63:  The human experience, through  
territory and visual contact. Porirua 

 Centre, open spaces.

fig 3.64:  The human experience based on  
territory and visual contact. Porirua 
Centre,	confined	space.

fig 3.65:  Spatial profiling with the  
human experience, through  
territory and visual contact.
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S p a t i a l    P r o f i l i n g

Pedestrian travel is not at the heart of Porirua’s 
existence. The city was built on the backbone of 
long-haul travel, and as such the city’s multitude 
of roads and paved surfaces are all manifestations 
of vehicular prioritisation. Pedestrian circulation 
is severely absent across much of Porirua, with the 
small exception being that of the city centre. This 
lack of accessibility and subsequent pedestrian 
absence results in a dearth of public life along stream 
corridors, rendering much of the existing urban 
amenities isolated and forgotten.

Over the recent years, Porirua has attempted to 
develop its stream corridor to match its waterfront. 
However, the lack of real investment in terms of 
public activity is apparent where much of the stream 
remains isolated and desolate. What appears to have 
occurred is the stream itself is not truly accessible to 
its fullest potential. Without public ability to enter 
the stream site, the amenities offered will remain 
underutilized.
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fig 3.66:  Grading levels and urban  
construct of Porirua  
Centre surrounding the  
Porirua Stream, Cannons 
Creek and its respective  
corridor.
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The purpose for observing bridges along the stream 
and their locations was to help in the process of 
identifying a specific site for the design interventions. 
To understand how well connected the two separated 
sides of the stream domain are, examination of the 
bridge network was conducted.  

The average spread between each bridge is 
approximately 410m which makes the communities 
separated by the stream well connected.  It was clear 
that ‘crossability’ of the stream is much more present 
within the Porirua city centre area as is the case with 
Kenepuru. 

But the lack of accommodation for long term 
pedestrian flows along these connection points is 
hampered by much of the surrounding constraints 
related to elevation or infrastructural barriers, the 
most common of which were identified as walls and 
fences. 

Kenepuru and Porirua were identified as having the 
potential for improving existing connections and the 
possibilities to eliminate unnecessary barriers and 
that made them ideal for specific interventions. 
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fig 3.67:    Connectivity laterally across the stream corridor, key  
	 	 	 bridges	and	barriers	identified,	and	pedestrian		 	
	 	 	 prioritisation	rated.
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Landcover    sqm  %

Grassland     1,907   34
Built-up Area    1,573   28
Native Forest    738   13
Gorse and Broome    618   11
Exotic Forest    449   8
Park and Open Space   178   3
Transport Infrastructure   51   <1
Landll and Mine    24   <1

fig 3.68:    Landcover data table

fig 3.69:    Current land use, regarding surrounding context.

fig 3.70:    Greenspace breakdown. Contextual linkages identified,  
   green spaces can be sequentially joined.
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U r b a n    I n f l u e n c e s

Situated in a primarily suburban setting the stream 
and its tributaries are found to be in conflict with the 
direct effects of human settlement, through property 
and developed land. The stream is unique with 
regard to this issue since much of it passes through 
private properties within the Tawa valley. Here the 
stream is severed from its surroundings by physical 
and legal boundaries. 

Due to the stream’s close proximity to its residential 
surroundings, it was important to understand the 
individual relationships between the stream and 
properties bordering it. Through the investigation it 
was determined that each property in close proximity 
to the stream could be categorised in three distinctive 
typologies namely mixed, private and public. 

All properties are private, however, based on the 
categorisation, ‘mixed’ includes commercial and 
residential housing, ‘private’ indicates where the 
stream is severed from public use and ‘public’ denotes 
that the stream spatially creates an atmosphere of 
open accessibility.
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fig 3.71:    Tawa properties that encroach and privatise the stream  
	 	 	 corridor,	varying	typologies	identified.
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(Right) fig 3.72:    Tawa properties that encroach and privatise the  
	 	 	 	 stream		corridor,	varying	typologies	identified.

(Next, Right) fig 3.73:    Photography of the Porirua Stream    
     around the Kenepuru precinct and Tawa   
     centre.

Certain conclusions and scenarios were uncovered 
that caused reinterpretation of the Porirua stream. It 
is obvious that the stream is more constrained than 
previously thought. The majority of properties that 
the stream passes through manifest their private 
nature because they hinder accessibility.  Another 
notable factor is that these locations have the highest 
concentration of stream crossings and bridges than 
any other locations. Yet most of them are of mere 
private use. 

While the investigation into these conditions was in 
itself challenging due the multitude of restrictions, 
the ability to formulate any approach towards 
resolving these issues was considered beyond the 
objective of maintaining relative feasibility, therefore 
further exploration of these sites was reluctantly 
abandoned.
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Precedent & Case Studies
Well-linked Waterways
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For centuries many Western European nations have 
dealt with the rapid swelling of urban communities 
along narrow and congested waterways. Many semi-
rural riverfront communities found specifically in 
continental Europe, contain certain scenarios that 
are comparable to the conditions found in suburban 
Wellington and Porirua. Many of these communities 
have had to adapt to constrained and forgotten 
waterways.
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G a l l e g o P a r q u e    F l u v i a l

2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1

Z u e r a,   S p a i n

Situated 20m above the Gallego river level, the 
town of Zuera used its main watercourse for the 
disposal of waste and contaminants. The town itself 
was situated as though it faced its back towards 
the river. Large amounts of sediment and earth had 
collected along its shores making it hazardous and 
unfriendly for human activity (Prominski, 2012). 

Reconnecting the river with the town was the main 
objective undertaken during the design process, 
with the difference in elevation being used to 
channel pedestrian activity down to stream level. 
With the town itself void of any hosting grounds 
for recreational events, the decision was made to 
implement the villagers fondness for bullfighting 
together with the opportunities offered within the 
threshold space of the riverbanks and the buildings.
The recreational facility also facilitates flooding 
scenarios.
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fig 4.1:    Gallego bull fighting recreational ground, adapted    
   to contain excess flooding as part of an expanded    
   floodplain.

fig 4.2:    Gallego flood adaption, and accessibility. Flooding extents shown.

fig 4.3:    Gallego amenities offered and frontage applications indefinable.  
   The site contains a canopy and bridge  for pedestrian crossing.
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fig 4.4:    Wupper, old mono-railway line, creates a new spatial   
   threshold across the site

fig 4.5:    Wupper, frontage

W u p p e r W u p p e r t a l

2 0 0 4 - 2 0 0 7

W u p p e r t a l,   G e r m a n y

The industrial history of the Wupper is prominent 
within the context of this stream’s relationship to its 
surrounding environment. The town of Wuppertal 
is situated within a narrow and treacherous valley. 
The uneven terrain influenced the creation of the 
old elevated railway which stands today virtually 
unused and directly follows much of the river.

Hidden from visual contact by pedestrians, the 
Wupper, for a long time, remained isolated and 
decayed.  But more importantly, years of industrial 
practices contaminated the waters of the estuary, 
creating the need for better sediment control and 
water containment during annual flooding.  

The improvements made on the Wupper contradicted 
much of the traditional circulation routes installed 
upon pedestrian riverfronts. The main focus was to 
draw visual attention towards the stream through 
access points, paths, balconies and crossings. The 
circulation routes did not run parallel to the stream, 
rather they were directed to force public activity 
towards pockets along the stream edge because it 
was felt that parallel walkways channelled people 
away from direct interaction. 

Due to the unfriendly nature of the old riverfront,   the 
river edge was also considered in the design processes. 
The new water surface was lined with large boulders 
and paved steps so that these structures increased 
the amount of habitat development.
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fig 4.6:    Rhone river stopbanks adapted for public amenity through pedestrian peirs

R h o n e B e r g e s   d u   R h o n e

2 0 0 4 - 2 0 0 7

L y o n,  F r a n c e

The scenario where vehicle prioritisation had severed 
the link between that of the pedestrian and the 
stream, was an ever-present issue with Lyon’s Rhone 
river. The situation faced by the Rhone River was the 
feeling of endless vehicle parking that stretched for 
hundreds of meters along the riverfront. The town 
centre itself was partitioned from the stream domain 
by arterial roads and relatable amenities. 

For the northernmost portion of the riverfront the 
solution was to adapt the surrounding natural 
estuarine beachheads with the local urban context. 
Microtopography played a key part here. The 
meandering ditches and riparian vegetation was 
channelized and used as a transitional passageway 
for pedestrian interaction between the river and 
neighbouring island formations around them. 
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E b r o P a r q u e    d e l   A g u a

2 0 0 8

Z a r a g o z a,   S p a i n

As part of Zaragoza’s 2008 Expo, the longest river 
by discharge and flow rate in Spain, the Ebro, was 
transformed to better adapt to and handle the region’s 
flooding conditions and stitch neighbourhoods 
together for public engagement. The inhabitants 
of this semi-rural expanse were living in relatively 
isolated communities at a 2km span from the main 
town centre, described as a type of ‘loop’. 

The aim was to use the Ebro and its tributaries as 
channelling devices to tie these localities together 
and activate urban recreation around the water’s 
edge. The project ultimately included much of the 
river’s entire watershed, and subsequently dealt 
with flood management issues further upstream to 
maximize its benefits. 

It is apparent that the project loop involved the 
incorporation of a ‘Water Park’ at the edge of the 
development site.  A number of pools and channels 
that were created to support the neighbouring open 
system dike and floodplain. Because the dike seals 
off contaminants, when a flooding event causes a 
backlog to occur, it will not damage the estuarine 
system. The pools and detention basins carved out of 
the park act as a purification system for the stream, 
as all water used within the site is sourced from the 
Ebro.

The Ebro, in many regards was brought to the 
local population, rather than the population being 
brought to the river. Interestingly the Ebro’s 
meandering tributaries were utilized for establishing 
spatial territory and differentiated areas based on 
programme. These smaller and shallower tributaries 
branched off the main watercourse into the park 
itself, to subtly and marginally separate designated 
spaces. 

The esturine system is complex network of 
dikes detention basins and ponding areas which 
contributed to variations in elevation. These were 
adapted to manage pedestrian movement as well as 
functionally handle water quality through riparian 
and wetland planting. 

To bridge many uncrossible sections a bascule 
pavilion was built across the Ebro. This was the 
most practical solution to link opposing side of the 
waterway for human interaction.

Catchment Area:    40, 400 km2
Mean Discharge (MQ):  267 m3/sec
1-100 Year Discharge:   4, 300m3/sec
Width of Riverbed:   100 m
Width of Floodplain:   150 m
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fig 4.7:    Ebro stormwater maagement involves detention basin and terraced swales

fig 4.8:    Ebro water retention basin
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Stream Shaping
Preliminary Design Experimentation 
& Case Study
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In order to deal with the vast scale and complexity 
of the Porirua Stream, it was apparent early on 
that multiple site investigations broken down into 
smaller manageable sites would have to take place. 
Based on first appearances, the Porirua city centre 
area and the Kenepuru precinct provided the best 
potential to conduct deeper site investigation and 
experimentations. 

These sites were selected as they are both post-
industrial, have access to the stream, and witness 
the effects of an ‘Urban Saw’ which severs public 
circulation to the stream and neighbourhoods across 
the urban fabric. 

At this point an assumption was made that the 
Porirua city centre, because of its locality in relation 
to a denser urban setting and a prominent urban 
divide between east and west of the stream, was 
best suited to conduct meaningful investigations 
that would provide important learnings around 
management of streams and their relationship with 
the urban context.

P o r i r u a   C e n t r e   a s  
a    C a s e    S t u d y 



129fig 5.1:    Porirua context, Porirua case study site selected 
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fig 5.2:   Stream corridor bounded by stopbank     
  infrastructures and the encroaching urban threshold.

fig 5.3:   The Urban Saw threshold creates a formidable barrier and   
	 	 constrains	the	floodplain

The aim of the explorations of the Porirua city centre 
was to understand the composition of the local 
matrix and attempt to determine the relationships 
between the different spatial elements. Through 
breaking down the contextual environment, it was 
observed that the threshold space of the Porirua 
stream was defined by the boundary between built 
structures and building formations more so than any 
other element within the larger context. 

This in particular determined the space which gave 
potential for bridging the built-up area with the 
stream domain thus tapping into the population 
beyond it. The relationship between these two 
conditions formulated what constitutes the stream 
corridor. 

The relationship between the “Urban Saw” and the 
other site elements was explored in this process and 
determined that these three infrastructures; road, 
rails and stopbanks, are isolated systems, that is, 
aside from each other they have no contextual link 
to their surroundings. 
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fig 5.4:   Green belt circuit provides opportunities to expanding   
  existing habitats and the stream corridor

fig 5.5:   Green space and underutilized space along the spine of the   
  stream passage provide opportunities to expand the domain.

The stream corridor and its green space environment 
is separated by the boundary of the built environment. 
Through observation it was uncovered that all of 
the main site conditions are formed as North South 
corridors which are spatially interrelated as they 
are focussed within the same margins and the area 
concentrated around the stream. 

These investigations led to exploring the site through 
lateral transects, which determined that dealing 
with all field conditions simultaneously is possible 
and necessary. 

Based on the fact that the open space is corresponding 
with the stream corridor, the current constraints that 
the stopbanks create is more confined than it could 
have been. Much of this space has the potential to 
serve as a larger floodplain and has enough area to 
support the introduction of new flood management 
procedures which could also transition with the 
boundary of the urban sector. 
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S t o r m w a t e r    P a t h s

As the relationship between the stormwater 
infrastructural routes and major arterial paths are 
intricately intertwined, utilising stormwater as a 
channelling device can be created to redistribute 
population traffic. Rather than formulating a single 
journey, these can be used to develop some hierarchy 
with regard to potential routes, therefore help 
feed much of the stream hydrology into the urban 
fabric itself. Thus eliminating the harsh distinction 
between the two realms. 

L i n k i n g   G r e e n s p a c e

When observing Porirua’s centre, it was clear that 
the built up urban area partitions the primary green 
space corridor of the stream from the surrounding 
town belt.  Using this as part of an ecological chain 
could link these two habitats together thus forming 
some continuity across the site and through the 
existing pedestrian domain. 

S t r e a m   C o r r i d o r   E x p a n s i o n

Another method of stitching together the urban 
composition of the stream and the urban centre could 
be achieved by simply expanding the stream corridor 
itself. It became apparent that a lot of disused space 
bounded by the chain of built structures formed a 
defined threshold space that could systematically 
feed the natural stream corridor into the built 
environment. This could also expand the floodplain. 
Although stopbanks would be required to prevent 
the inundation of the urban centre, this could be 
achieved by shallower stopbanks. 

B o u n d a r y   B u i l d i n g s 

The site is defined by large commercial and industrial 
buildings which form the boundary of the city centre. 
The external perimeter has several underutilised 
spaces. This has the potential to form a circuit link 
around the urban centre which incorporates the 
stream corridor and the surrounding green belt. 
Rather than bypassing the stream, this could be used 
to redirect pedestrian flows away from the inner city 
and towards the waterway.

N e g a t i v e   S p a c e

These are a compilation of underutilised spaces 
between built forms and are defined in this context 
as negative space. When isolated these spaces have 
less ability to direct pedestrian traffic but together 
they have the potential to be developed into a type of 
linking device by creating a sequential journey space 
by space. This can be used to bridge the stream and 
the local populous. 

G o l d e n   R o u t e

Site analysis showed that there are two primary 
corridors running parallel to each other that the 
site can be characterised by; the urban corridor and 
the stream corridor. Rather than using the stream 
corridor, pedestrian traffic is channelled away from 
it through the urban corridor. By opening up specific 
spaces the primary journey can be altered to access 
major destination points through much of the stream 
corridor while also linking East to West. 

S i t e    C o n d i t i o n s
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fig 5.6:   Stormwater  Paths fig 5.7:   Boundary Buildings

fig 5.8:   Linking Greenspace fig 5.9:   Negative Space

fig 5.10:   Stream Corridor Expansion fig 5.11:   Golden Route
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The intention was to use the entire watershed as a 
channelling device to focus public activity towards 
the stream. When observing the stormwater 
infrastructure network, it was obvious that there was 
a strong relationship between the road layouts of the 
western portion of Porirua centre than previously 
thought.

The city faces with its back to the stream and hence 
public activity is influenced away from the stream. 
The attempt was to draw pedestrian movement 
towards the stream by using stormwater feeding 
into the urban network as visual cues. 

Experimentation with different permutations of this 
led to the conclusion that within much of the Porirua 
precinct the ability to daylight stormwater in small 
shallow channels was relatively viable so long as 
water quality and quantity was managed through 
water sensitive urban design techniques. 

This included the incorporation of swales to 
filtrate the water, remove sediment and purify for 
recreational activity through natural processes 
offered by shrubland planting. Detention ponds 
would store water and preserve it for recreational 
activity and water quantity control.

S t o r m w a t e r    N e t w o r k 
E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n



135fig 5.12:    Experimentation with routes formed by exposed stormwater  
   infrastructure
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The stream is currently so confined by the surrounding 
conditions that it needs space to ‘breathe’.  In a 
1-10 flooding scenario it is likely that the stream 
corridor becomes completely inundated. To handle 
more extensive flooding, it is important to provide 
space for the swollen river to accommodate such 
amounts of water content. Observation of the spatial 
compositions of the area, identified that disused and 
underutilised spaces including carparks and empty 
turf could be incorporated into the floodplain.

The introduction of seasonal detention basins 
and retention ponds were essential to the flood 
management concept being developed. These were 
situated throughout the expanse of disused land 
within the ‘Urban Saw’ towards the Eastern side of 
the stream to prevent flooding into the urban centre. 
These were planned to be positioned in a sequential 
chain that follows the traditional treatment train.

The possibility to include an artificial wetland was 
also considered as it was an attempt to clear up 
contaminants and filtrate the water for recreational 
activity. This was eventually refined on the Eastern 
shore nearer to the inlet. 

L o c a l    H y d r o l o g i c a l         
E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n
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fig 5.13:    Flooding adaptation experimented  
   through wetlands and ponding areas   
   highlighted, and possible expansion of the  
	 	 	 stream	corridor/floodplain.
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Different relationships between housing and 
the stream corridor was explored. The idea was 
to test different permutations of housing layout  
to  formulate pedestrian flows through spatial 
influences. Through this process, the attempt was 
to use built environment elements like housing 
structures to create direct frontage onto the stream 
domain. 

The idea was that the housing developments could 
break up the spatiality of the domain through 
forming small pockets of pedestrian activity. 

This was subsequently abandoned as it was felt that 
housing typologies created more constraints along 
the river’s edge rather than opening up the stream to 
conduct its natural processes primarily flooding. 

While exploring flood adaptive housing as an 
option, it was considered too far off the main stream 
objectives and hence any further exploration into 
housing typologies was concluded.

H o u s i n g    F r o n t a g e
E x p l o r a t i o n
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fig 5.14:   Housing typologies and spatial quality produced

fig 5.15:   Possible housing configurations, could influence  
  spatial quality



140 (Above) fig 5.16:    Rendition of deconstructed buildings   
    creating new thresholds between realms. 

When exploring the barriers and constraints within 
the stream domain, it was noted that a lot of the 
difficulties involved in pedestrian access were caused 
by the specific placement of many of the major 
structures and buildings. Due to the obtrusiveness 
of these structures, it was felt that removing them 
entirely would open up the stream corridor to greater 
pedestrian flows. 

However, it was later thought that simply removing 
the surfaces of these buildings and preserving the 
steel skeletons had the potential to unobtrusively 
partition the two territorial realms of the stream and 
the urban context as a type of threshold space. 

B r e a k i n g   D o w n   
B u i l d i n g   B a r r i e r s
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(Above) fig 5.17:    Deconstructed warehouses typologies and   
    experimentation. 

(Below) fig 5.18:    Rendition of deconstructed buildings    
    creating new thresholds for public activity. 
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Swales are low lying vegetation such as shrub-
grasses that can be viewed above certain sandy and 
permeable soils. They are often placed below road-
level to include overflow pits, free draining filters, 
and kerb access points. 

Swales would be incorporated into the site following 
the template treatment train. This would involve 
filtration of sediments and contaminated water 
content. The purpose of this is to better manage the 
stormwater systems so that the local population can 
interact with it safely. 

The swales would follow the tributaries and 
daylighted stormwater infrastructure to the stream 
corridor. 

Treatment Train

SwalesArtificial
Wetlands

Stream
Corridor

Flooding

Retention
Pond

Retention
Basin

Retention
Pond

Stream
Corridor

fig 5.19:    Treatment Train, water content passes through   
	 	 	 the	stream	corridor	and	artificial	wetlands	or		 	
	 	 	 streetscape	swales.	Retention	ponds	and	basins		 	
	 	 	 hold	excess	water	content	before	treatment.		 	 	
	 	 	 Controlling	water	quality	and	quantity.

W a t e r    T r e a t m e n t 
P r o c e s s e s
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Detention and 
Retaintion

Evaporation

Reuse

Crops

Discharge

Utilization

Uptake
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UPTAKE

EVAPORATION

DETENTION/ 
RETAINTION

FILTRATION

UTILIZATION

CROPS/ PHYTOREMEDIATION

REUSE

DISCHRAGE

fig 5.20:   Treatment possibilities and outcomes

(Above) fig 5.21:   Swale system experimented with in Porirua 

(Below) fig 5.22:   Treatment Principles
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S t o p b a n k s   &   
F r o n t a g e

G r a s s y    K n o l l

- Composed of natural turf with slight    
 indentations in height. 
- Maintains existing contour and requires   
 minimal intervention.
- Concrete kerbs separate each of the surface   
 variations.
- Gradual step down before making contact   
 with the stream-front.
- Allows visual contact with the stream.

B r i d g i n g    S t o p b a n k s

- Links certain points of circulation.
- Design involves installing slightly elevated   
 canopies and pavilions.
- Overlooks the stream.
- Supports visual contact with the waterway.
- Supports interaction with the stream corridor.
- Allows public interaction even during floods.

V e g e t a t i v e    P a s s a g e s

- Transforms vegetation barriers into    
 channelling  devices.
- Vegetation organised into lateral corridors. 
- Subtly influences pedestrians towards the   
 stream.

S t e p p e d    S t o p b a n k s

- Paved walkways using step transitions.
- Conventional method. 
- Excessive impermeable surfaces    
 hence limited drainage.
- Less effective compared to others.

I m p l i e d   P a t h s

- Uses sporadic concrete surfaces to formulate  
 ‘step stone’ implied paths.
- Reduces the area of impermeable surfaces
- Allows better drainage.

It became obvious that the current profile of the 
stopbanks are causing physical challenges and 
obstacles to access the stream corridor. Using 
different typologies, an attempt was made to 
formulate different variations that could allow for 
smoother transitions between the various realms 
of the stream domain and the surrounding context. 
Interacting with the stopbanks themselves was a key 
factor in the experimentation with these typologies. 
This would permit the provision of amenities within 
the stream corridor itself. The aim was to also 
preserve as much of the existing stopbank profile as 
possible. 
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fig 5.23:    Stopbank typologies explored through adaptation,   
   affording access interaction within the stream   
   domain
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C o n c e p t u a l     
E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n   &
C o m p o s i t i o n

Looking at the experimentations that were 
conducted, it was established that accessibility, 
water management, enhanced spatial quality, and 
enriching the human experience could be achieved 
by  implementing some of the outcomes collectively. 
The four primary outcomes in relation to this were; 
adapting circulation beyond building formations, 
accessing existing hubs of activity, utilising 
stormwater to facilitate pedestrian traffic across the 
site and to expand circulation routes beyond the 
‘Urban Saw’ that complement the existing bridge 
network into the stream domain. 

As mentioned earlier, building formations have 
severed much of the stream from its surrounding 
environment. Utilising these buildings by displacing 
some of their obtrusive features can open up the 
stream corridor and allow for lateral access. 

Currently, a lot of the public activity occurs in hubs 
within the city centre and because of their position 
they could be linked to form a primary route that 
runs laterally between the green belt and the stream 
corridor. In doing so there is implied pedestrian focus 
towards the stream as well as relinking of ecological 
habitats.

The stormwater network complements this flow by 
providing a sense of hierarchy and a subtle enticement 
towards the stream corridor. 

Current bridges terminate within the territory of 
the ‘Urban Saw’ partially linking East to West of the 
stream. By transforming disused space within the 
‘Urban Saw’ it is possible to create public life and 
activity on both sides of the stream embankments, 
thus increasing activity around the stream. This 
can also benefit by increasing and introducing an 
interactive floodplain. 

All these interventions can together fuse the urban 
and stream domains into a cohesive existence. 
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fig 5.24:    Layering site conditions and explorations to form new com 
   positions with regard to access, adaptability and human  
   experience.
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C o m p o s i t i o n    o f    F i n a l      
 E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n s

fig 5.25:    Negative spaces, buildings, infrastructures and site   
   conditons that led to a conceptual outcome.

The end composition was formulated by layering 
various design solutions. Each contributing to 
the establishment of the other thus creating an 
interrelated network that enhances the quality and 
connectivity of the site. This proved to be a successful 
method of interlayering a design.
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fig 5.26:    Breakdown of the site conditions and final outcome based  
   on key influences.



150 fig 5.27:    Final Conceptual outcome
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C a s e    S t u  d y    S u m m a r y

During the process of exploring the Porirua centre, 
it became clear that it was not the ideal location for 
the design interventions to have maximum benefit 
on the stream corridor. Therefore, it was concluded 
that the site should change later in the investigation 
to a location that provided greater opportunities 
for activating public life within a multitude of site 
conditions simultaneously. 

Ultimately this preliminary investigation of the 
Porirua centre would become a case study leading to 
most of the development at Kenepuru, which became 
the eventual site of the design interventions.
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An Activated Stream
Design Development and the 
Refined Outcome
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(Previous) fig 6.1:    Kenepuru Precinct fig 6.2:    Human heart- circulatory system

Based on the underlying principles of the design 
experimentation phase, it became clear that the aim 
was to make the stream the ‘heart’ of Porirua, Tawa 
and the community. What makes this the heart 
would be the pulsating centre of human activity 
and public life in and around the water’s edge. Like 
arteries, veins and organs of the human body, the 
tributaries, channels and infrastructures form the 
workings of a circulation system with regards to the 
stream network. 
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fig 6.3:    Porirua Stream watershed

The purpose is to develop a successful circulation 
system that involves increased accessibility, 
improved water management, enhanced spatial 
quality, and enriches the human experience and 
wellbeing. For the heart to function properly, a clean 
and healthy watershed and better flows in terms of 
pedestrian circulation needs to exist.  
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fig 6.4:    Possible design outcome, conceptual based on the   
  Porirua Centre case study
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K e n e p u r u    S i t e   C o n t e x t

The commercial and industrial Kenepuru precinct 
is nestled within the transition points of the Tawa 
valley and Porirua basin. Due to its proximity to 
two major commercial centres, this locality has been 
left largely abandoned and underutilised. However, 
the site itself presents numerous opportunities to 
become a hub of public activity in and around this 
forgotten part of the stream.

The site contains the three major conditions that 
formulate a successful centre for public life when 
interrelated together with the stream corridor as 
the anchor. To the east and south, the precinct is 
bounded by the populated residential community 
of Linden. North of the precinct lie scattered 
institutional infrastructure and it is bordered to the 
West by natural reserves across steep terrain.

The presence of the ‘Urban Saw’ is profoundly 
noticeable here. The railway and stream corridor 
carve the more populated suburbs from the precinct. 
This disconnection has left both the precinct and the 
stream corridor absent of public life and was therefore 
key to the investigation of stitching together the 
fragmented urban fabric with the stream.

Observations of all of these conditions determined 
the specific locations where site interventions could 
be successfully implemented. 
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fig 6.5:    Kenepuru site selected, urban and spatial context
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K e n e p u r u    C r e e k   
D o m a i n

The Kenepuru creek is a prominent feature of the 
precinct and is one of the main tributaries of the 
Porirua stream. The creek runs through the heart 
of the precinct and acts as the primary stormwater 
channel for the locality. This is reminiscent of 
the conditions seen in Porirua where stormwater 
daylighting was experimented with and that has 
inspired the utilisation of the creek as a pedestrian 
channelling device to the stream domain. 

The creek has its own spatial domain defined by the 
buildings and canopy level vegetation framing its 
boundary and represents one of the lowest points in 
the localised watershed. Hence it has more feasible 
opportunities to utilise this space for better water 
management. 

A lot of the stormwater infrastructure and the     
natural watershed is directed from the relatively steep 
hills of Linden and drains into the Porirua stream. 
Combined with the stormwater infrastructures 
these provide new channelling influences to the 
stream corridor when exposed. 
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fig 6.6:    Kenepuru Precinct topographical conditions and urban  
	 	 threshold.	Territorial	typologies	identified.	
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V e g e t a t i o n     F l o w s 
Exploration into the spatial qualities that vegetation 
has to offer was conducted as an attempt to utilise 
natural vegetation as an influence for human traffic 
within the Kenepuru precinct. Six typologies were 
explored with regards to two factors. The first was 
to create pedestrian express routes and the second 
for pedestrian meandering spaces. The spatial 
breakup of the site was investigated through the use 
of different levels of vegetation from canopy height 
to ground cover, and density. 

C h a n n e l l i n g    D e v i c e 

Use strips of vegetation crafted laterally    
along  the creek.

- Draws public subtly towards the stream. 
- Repetitive formation breaks it up into smaller  
 spatial experiences. 
- Slows down pedestrian motion. 
- Stream has greater access and interaction.   
 with the visiting populous. 

 
C i r c u l a t i o n    N o d e s

Vegetation grouped into dense clusters,    
sporadically positioned along the creek. 

- Spaces broken into pockets.
- Greater impact on spatial quality. 
- Allows pedestrian meandering. 
- Does not provide specific pedestrian direction.
- Disregards interaction with the creek. 

S t a t i o n a r y    S p a c e s

Dense vegetation scattered along the creek.

- Use a combination of meandering spaces and  
 focussed pedestrian channelling. 
- Breaks existing site into smaller isolated   
 pockets. 
- Preserves short sections of directed    
 pedestrian  flows. 
- Planting formations determine quality of   
 space and interaction.

B a r r i c a d e s

Existing senario uses natural habitat to distinctively 
separate the creek from the surrounding context. 

- Forms a separate niche from the remainder of  
 the space creating a separate threshold. 
- Preserves spatial quality of the creek in its   
 entirety. 
- Depending on the density of vegetation,   
 visual access and pedestrian     
 access can be obstructed  with the creek.

   L o o s e   T h r e s h o l d

Situated planting further apart from the creek   
towards the fringes of the precinct. 

- Creates an atmosphere of enclosure.    
 throughout the entire journey along the creek. 
- Opens up creek to more focussed channelling.  
 but encloses the precinct.
- Separates it from its surrounding context.

  A c t i v i t y    M e c h a n i s m

The primary focus of site specific, activity-based 
mechanism is to categorically partition the Kenepuru 
precinct. Based on the formation, pedestrian traffic 
will remain channelled directly along the edge of 
the creek while providing options to access small 
spatial realms towards the fringes of the Kenepuru 
precinct. The breakup of space here is largely based 
on programme and activity-based recreation and is 
therefore much more organically organised than any 
other formation. 

Combinations of all elements were undertaken but 
the vegetation corridor barricades proved to be the 
most viable as long as visual accessibility of the 
creek was maintained and density of the vegetation 
reduced.
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fig 6.7:    Spatial partitioning caused by planting layout

fig 6.8:    Experimentation with various vegetation configuarions 
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S p a t i a l i t y   &
P e d e s t r i a n    A c t i v i t y

On-field observations of pedestrian activity at the 
Kenepuru precinct, exposed the fact that much 
of the area is currently bypassed. The majority of 
access into the precinct occurs off arterial roads but 
terminate long before they reach the stream corridor. 

The existing circulation pattern demonstrates that 
the majority of those who travel through the site, 
branch off from arterial routes which means there is 
a lack of a clear journey within the precinct. 

A more navigable and coherent circulation path 
and hierarchy which can link the stream and the 
populated suburb of Linden offers greater potential 
for accessibility and public life to the stream’s 
neglected spaces. 
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fig 6.9:    Spatial partitioning due to the Kenepuru Creek and vegetation or  
  infrastructural  territorialisation.

fig 6.10:    Existing circulation routes marked and pedestrian flows traced. 
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A c c e s s i b i l i t y    &   
C o n t i n u i t y

As accessibility is at the core of the investigation, 
observing the arterial and secondary circulation 
routes across Kenepuru was vital in uncovering 
the selected site transects from which design 
experimentation could commence. 

Through observation it was determined that the site 
appeared to have no clear rationale behind the main 
circulation network.  Many of the secondary routes, 
that if carried on would have focussed pedestrian 
flows towards the stream, are severed by their 
abrupt termination upon reaching the stream trench 
by housing development that reside alongside the 
perimeter of the waterway thus removing any viable 
reasons for pedestrians to walk along the existing 
routes. 

Using the terminating ends as anchoring points, 
experimentation with multiple route linkages was 
developed to formulate better circulation corridors 
and subsequent access.  Despite the first impression 
that the circulation network is unsystematic, on 
closer examination, some continuity was uncovered.
Based on these conclusions, it was determined that 
the three best routes involved bridging Tremewan 
Street to Ambulance Drive, Roberts Street to Raiha 
Street and Massey Street to Linden Park. 

The route for each of these was defined by the 
configurations of void spaces between buildings and 
infrastructure within the precinct itself. 
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fig 6.11:    Transect determined by circulation across the Kenepuru Precinct 
	 	 and	potential	to	establish	continuity	with	regard	to	flows.
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fig 6.12:    Kenepuru Precinct watershed infrastructures and spatial   
  sequences within the main zone of occupation.
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fig 6.13:    Kenepuru Precinct point of access identified and elaborated on,  
  main pathways of entrance and travel through to the stream  
  corridor via alleyways.
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fig 6.14:    Kenepuru Precinct, site transects selected 

These spaces were explored in terms of their potential 
to specifically define passages and journeys between 
the selected routes. Together these designated the 
three transects of which design experimentation was 
conducted and are referred to as A- ‘Linden Park’,   
‘B- ‘Wall Place Gateway’ and C- ‘Kenepuru Station’.



KENEPURU STATIONWALL PLACE GATEWAYLINDEN PARK
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T r a n s e c t s

fig 6.15:    Site transects, Linden Park, Wall Place Gateway , Kenepuru Station

Linden Park is characterised by its current 
programme and recreational amenities. The site 
hosts a seasonal cricket pitch and if not for the 
high boundary fences and planting, this would have 
had a virtually unopposed transition to the stream 
corridor. 

Wall Place Gateway is defined as the most urban of 
the transects. Its current situation is noted for its 
extensive paved surfaces and concrete parking lots 
and obtrusive building formations. 

Kenepuru Station currently hosts the best connection 
route. However it is sharply limited by its inadequacy 
to access the stream corridor as much of the location 
is hidden behind dense vegetation and encroaching 
buildings. 

It is hoped that through developing this continuity 
in the circulation matrix, better access to the stream 
corridor and interactions within it can occur, and 
that a greater quantity of pedestrian traffic will enter 
the stream domain through new paths enroute to 
newly linked destinations. Thus, increasing public 
activity within the site.  
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P a t h w a y    
E x p e r i m e n t a t i o n

fig 6.16:    Path networks experimented with and explored through typologies 

The new paths were largely based on different    conceptual 
typologies  formulated through  directionality  and 
pedestrian flows. 

Different permutations were experimented with within 
the Kenepuru Station transect. The primary focus of 
these was to use the spatial qualities to develop human 
empowerment through territorialisation.

During the investigation it was realised that building 
these new paths would require navigation of the local 
topography which meant that they would require 
variations in elevation effectively making them bridges. 
As this would make them bypass the stream corridor, 
it was judged that branching out offshoots of these 
bridges and altering their forms would provide the 
means of positive encroached interaction within the 
stream corridor. 

Hence, it was decided that two of the conceptual 
formations could be combined to establish a more 
successful and interactive bridge, namely meandering 
profile and forked branches. Together these gave 
opportunities to also develop enclosed spaces between 
the walkway allowing for more options regarding 
directionality, flow and visual access to the stream 
corridor. Other paths and ‘arterial boardwalks’ were 
developed with the same principles in mind. 

When vegetation was incorporated into the walkway 
typologies in different configurations, it altered the 
spatial quality and flow of the walkways and their 
surroundings, as can be visualised when comparing 
two sides of the meandering walkway. This was more 
largely experimented with along the local tributary of 
the Porirua stream, that is the Kenepuru creek.
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B r i d g e    W a l k w a y

The ‘bridge walkway’ is prominently used at the 
‘Kenepuru Station’ transect but elements of it is 
are also utilised for the other site interventions.  
Adaptable to flooding conditions, it also improves 
interaction with the stream, and breaks down  
journeys undertaken into smaller spatial experiences 
through variations in height and walkway 
dimensions. The bridge is also used to link different 
elevations in the terrain. 

Rather than being a linear corridor disconnected 
from its surroundings, the walkway meanders and 
adapts to the immediate typographical features. The 
meandering formation of the bridge creates new 
spaces for descent through stepped platforms down 
to the stream corridor. This creates a less disruptive 
transition to the stream basin and also acts as 
balconies or pavilions installing new visual access 
into the stream domain. The walkway is developed 
so that it is interactive with its surrounding and 
with the stream corridor. 

The structure includes a step-level along the edge 
of the walkway which serves two purposes in the 
design. When stood upon, it acts as a platform for 
viewing, and also as a seating mechanism. The
height of the platform is at an ideal elevation to 
accommodate these ergonomic functions that it is 
intended for. 

The walkway is an integral feature to accommodation 
of flooding scenarios within the site interventions.  It 
is elevated just above the 1-10 flood plain and so on 
average can adapt to these occurrences. Due to this 
elevation the bridge appears as just above the water 
and allows pedestrians to come in direct contact 
with the water. 

The branching features of the walkway extend out 
into the flood plain like piers. This allows interaction 
with the local hydrology at a safe height becoming 
the main interactive feature with the stream during 
flooding.  

Floods are a part of life of the rivers and therefore 
has been translated to the life of the walkway.  The 
point of this was to preserve public life in the stream 
corridor even during such events where otherwise 
would render the area inundated and abandoned. 
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K e n e p u r u    S i t e 
C o n d i t i o n s

It was identified at these three transects that the 
prominent features were vegetation structure, 
access routes and nodes, and the ‘Urban Saw’. These 
collectively contribute to the lack of connectivity 
and quality of space. Overlaying these conditions 
demonstrate how each is interrelated and can 
influence each other and need to be addressed 
collectively. 

Sequentially linking together open and underutilised 
spaces in relation to the stream and tributaries 
is the chosen approach to develop more cohesive 
pedestrian passages and frontage that will activate 
the stream corridor and develop public life within 
the confines of these spaces. Utilising this method 
stitches the stream and urban fabric together.

The opportunities offered to improve existing water 
management is provided by the spaces. Because 
of the confined nature of the stream, utilising 
these open spaces in immediate proximity to the 
stream are used to expand the existing floodplain. 
Reducing the prominence of the existing stopbanks 
which create barriers for both pedestrians and the 
waterway, allows the floodplain to expand into 
these spaces thereby beginning the stages of a more 
flood adaptable Kenepuru precinct. 
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fig 6.18:    Site  Conditions, (1) Vegetation structure, (2) Access nodes, (3) Railway Barrier/ Urban Saw,       
  (4) underutilized spaces, (5) bridging points, (6) walled perimeters.
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K e n e p u r u    
C o n c e p t s

The initial concept of the Linden Park transect was 
to develop the cricket field as a permanent amenity 
for recreation. The idea was to utilise this field in a 
similar way to the Gallego precedent whereby the 
‘recreational arena’ is part of the floodplain of the 
waterway and therefore adapted to deal with such 
conditions during 1-10 flooding or beyond. The field 
effectively becomes a large retention pond. 

Bridging the hillside to open up access to the stream 
was experimented with.  This involved a long 
‘snaking’ bridge around the edge of the residential 
terrain which gradually descended to the stream 
edge and across to the Linden Park ‘flood field’. 

In refining the design, the experimental hillside 
bridge was abandoned due to its impractical length 
and difficult logistics. Instead it was replaced by 
the previously developed ‘bridge walkway’ and the 
railway service lane. 

The lane is used as a key pedestrian route into the 
stream domain because it currently stretches the 
length of the stream. 
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fig 6.19:     Design concepts and initial experimentation  with the existing site at Linden Park
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The initial idea was to incorporate the railway station 
as part of the Kenepuru Station transect design. The 
existing path from Bell Street to Kenepuru Drive 
crosses the railway station and the stream corridor. 
The initial design incorporated a walkway along the 
perimeter of the Wall Park fence as an alternative 
route to access the confluence of the stream and 
creek. 

The railway station platforms are incorporated in 
the design to host pedestrian canopies overlooking 
the stream and involves connection with the railway 
service lane. This improves the circulation of the site 
and allows for interactive journeys to the site. The 
ideas were further refined during the final design. 

Wall Place Gateway occupies the lowest point 
of the site and therefore is excessively prone to 
flooding. The site also has the greatest variations 
in height where the main entrance route along the 
stream corridor is higher in elevation in relation to 
the main parking lot area. Taking advantage of this 
the initial concept involved turning this space into a 
swale system and an artificial wetland. Much of this 
concept was further refined.
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fig 6.20:     Design concepts and initial experimentation with the existing site at    
  Kenepuru Station and Wall Place Gateway.
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W a t e r s h e d    N e t w o r k s    
&   C h a n n e l l i n g   D e v i c e s

Analysis suggest that the stream corridor is heavily 
polluted from Kenepuru to the inlet. At this point 
it was deemed that in order for the stream to 
accommodate more recreational activity, it would be 
imperative for it to be treated to improve its water 
quality. In the process controlling the water quantity 
could also be achieved simultaneously.

By observing much of the open and negative spaces 
found across the entire stream length, it was found 
that these could host a network of wetlands and 
stormwater treatment ponds or basins thereby 
creating a solution that can manage water quality 
and quantity.

Of the underutilised spaces and reserves, 13 specific 
locations varying in dimensions could be utilised 
to formulate a type of journey between these 
neglected spaces turned into stormwater treatment 
environments. These specific locations or ‘nodes 
’were selected based on the fact that much of the 
contaminated catchment area would drain into the 
Porirua Stream at these points.
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fig 6.21:    Sequential chain of underutilized spaces hold the potential to host    
  new amenities or water treatment systems.



fig 6.22:    Watershed of the Porirua Stream is utilized as a pedestrian    
	 	 channelling	mechanism,	routes	and	hierarchy	is	identified.
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fig 6.23:    Porirua Stream watershed uses tributaries to draw the public from   
  the suburbs to the stream domain.
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Building upon the initial concept of developing 
Linden Park as a permanent amenity for recreation, 
the field is converted into an amphitheatre. By 
removing existing barriers of dense vegetation, 
boundary fences and the stopbanks that run parallel 
to the stream, a corridor is opened up from the 
amphitheatre to Linden. The implementation of the 
‘bridge walkway’ along this route helps to link this 
journey and pedestrian flows to the stream corridor.

‘Arterial boardwalks’ are used to develop a sense of 
hierarchy and to form navigable linkages with other 
locations across the precinct. The main boardwalk 
passes along the perimeter of Linden Park to the 
stream corridor and the precinct. 

The service lane that travels the length of the stream is 
improved to promote human traffic along the stream 
passage. It  transitions from timber boardwalks that 
links the precinct with other interventions to an 
implied pathway predominantly composed of ‘step 
stones’. 

L i n d en    P a r k
D e s i g n     P r o p o s a l
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fig 6.24:    Linden Park,  proposed interventions and design outcome
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Proposed Sections
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F l o o d    A d a p t i v n e s s

The amphitheatre expands the floodplain of the 
stream corridor by acting as a large retention basin. 
The key is to adapt the amphitheatre to provide 
recreational amenity during such inundation. The 
existing stopbanks are transferred further back into 
the amphitheatre and serve as the seating steps of 
the amphitheatre.

Because the ‘bridge walkway’ and the ‘arterial 
boardwalk’ are elevated above the annual flood 
level, the interaction between the people and the 
local hydrology can be preserved in such scenarios 
whereas otherwise this space would be redundant of 
activity. 

The paved ‘step stones’ are primarily used to 
maintain activity during annual flooding scenarios 
by preserving an implied route across the stream as 
they lie above this water level.  

Due to the new adaptive flooding conditions of the 
site, public contact with the water’s edge is improved.



fig 6.25:     Linden Park proposal flooding   
  adaptation, flooding scenario 1-20 191



fig 6.26:     Linden Park comparison,    
  Existing  and Proposed.192

The amphitheatre itself is developed as an accessible 
enclosure that can draw the public into the stream 
corridor. Through this it expands the territory of the 
site for the human occupant and thereby evokes a 
stronger sense of empowerment. 

The amenities offer interaction within the site 
through seating opportunities provided by the 
amphitheatre and the stepped boardwalk. These 
allow for direct interaction between the human 
occupant and the stream even during flooding. 

Vegetation clustered into small dense pockets 
scattered across the perimeters of the site help 
to break up the space into varying experiences 
while preserving the greater atmosphere of a larger 
territory. They also help to influence circulation 
towards the stream corridor while engaging with 
the stream’s habitat. 

E X I S T I N G
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The Wall Place Gateway would experience the most 
drastic alteration. From a mostly vehicle prioritised 
space laden with carparks and impermeable surfaces, 
it would be transformed into a new habitat for 
ecological restoration and improved water treatment 
of the Porirua Stream corridor.  

Due to the site’s topography, the lower points of the 
location that were once designated as underutilised 
space or carparks would now host water treatment 
measures including a minor artificial wetland and a 
treatment train of swales that feed into the stream 
corridor. 

W a l l    P l a c e   G a t e w a y
D e s i g n     P r o p o s a l

Through what would be newly implemented water 
management systems, elevated ‘boardwalks’ are 
placed to link the precinct and its structures together. 
In the process, a new navigable journey is created that 
feeds from the Kenepuru creek, now being used as a 
pedestrian channelling device, to the stream domain. 

The removal of the wall lining that bounds much of 
this isolated space and fragments the stream corridor, 
would open up new flows directly into the stream 
domain whereby through new frontage, in the form 
of stepped elevations and amenities, new interaction 
opportunity with the stream edge would occur. 

Existing Sections
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fig 6.27:    Wall Place Gateway,  proposed interventions and design outcome
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Proposed Sections
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F l o o d    A d a p t i v n e s s

In relation to flooding, this site accommodates it 
through the swales and artificial wetlands. These 
would hold and contain much of the water content 
during large flooding events. The elevated walkways 
and amenities would remain relatively unaffected 
during such inundation.

For recreational activity to continue and which is 
vital to the existence of public life around the stream, 
the water quality and quantity must be controlled. 
Hence the implementation of swales and an artificial 
wetland system are justified. The swale treatment 
process in combination with the wetland help to 
filtrate and lower the watershed’s contamination .

Since the site is prominent for its urban runoff, 
the positioning of the swales along much of the 
trajectory of this runoff to the stream is most effective 
for providing cleaner opportunities for stormwater 
management.



fig 6.28:     Wall Place Gateway proposal flooding  
  adaptation, flooding scenario 1-20 197
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fig 6.29:     Wall Place Gateway comparison,   
  Existing  and Proposed. 199

The entire treatment train is linked together with 
the main circulation routes throughout the implied 
journey from the Kenepuru creek to the Porirua 
Stream corridor. This directly engages the inhabiting 
population of the precinct with the natural 
ecosystems of the stream basin, thereby enriching 
the human experience and subsequent wellbeing of 
both the people and the stream. 

Accessing the stream corridor through the main 
perforated ‘arterial boardwalk’, allows the occupant 
to directly interact with the treatment process of the 
artificial wetland beneath.

Low-lying wetland vegetation is situated around 
the perimeter of the buildings, replacing the vast 
impermeable surfaces of the site. Removing all of the 
few existing canopy level vegetation that currently 
creates massive spatial barriers and allows for the 
repositioning of low lying wetland planting around 
the perimeters of the buildings that enclose the space. 
This draws the external dwellings into the human 
experience and increases spatial territory of the 
precinct, evoking more interactive empowerment 
with the treatment system.

E X I S T I N G
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It is proposed that the existing Kenepuru Station 
Transect requires new hierarchal circulation routes 
that can allow for exploration of a more navigable 
site in relation to the Porirua Stream. 

 The present railway bridge is removed and replaced 
by the refined ‘bridge walkway’. The new bridge 
accesses the site from Wall Park to the railway 
station and into the precinct over the stream 
confluence. The path also follows an existing part 
of the watershed and acts like a channelling device 
to the stream domain.  This develops continuity and 
improves the pedestrian flow and circulation across 
the site. 

K e n e p u r u   S t a t i o n
D e s i g n     P r o p o s a l

The ‘bridge walkway’ and subsequent paths allow 
for access into the stream corridor and are the main 
interactive amenities within it. An alternative route 
is thereby created for pedestrian traffic specifically, 
no longer requiring long haul transport to navigate 
the existing site. 

This aids to channel public flows through and across 
most of the site developing a new stream of human 
traffic into the waterway. 

By linking the populated area of Linden to the 
precinct and continuing the journey beyond, Linden’s 
population has greater access to the forgotten 
destination. By developing this overall circulation 
network that evokes such continuity across the 
entire region, it is likely that this can channel greater 
numbers of people into the stream corridor thereby 
activating the associated spaces. 

Existing Sections
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fig 6.30:    Kenepuru Station,  proposed interventions and design outcome
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Proposed Sections
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F l o o d    A d a p t i v n e s s

The primary approach was to develop a more 
adaptable site in relation to its local hydrology. 
Considering flooding is the most prominent issue, 
virtually all new introductions into the site were 
developed to accommodate such scenarios. On 
average during 1-10 flooding event, the site’s main 
corridors of access and mobility will be able to 
withstand and still host public activity. 

Where floods would usually render this space 
virtually unusable, the circulation amenities, in the 
form of the ‘bridge walkway’ and elevated platforms, 
would facilitate continuous public activity. 



fig 6.31:     Kenepuru Station proposal flooding   
  adaptation, flooding scenario 1-20 203
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fig 6.32:     Kenepuru Station comparison,   
  Existing  and Proposed. 205

At Kenepuru Station, green space habitat is expanded 
across the length of the stream corridor. This helps to 
enlarge the existing ecosystem and with pedestrian 
linkages and improved accessibility, interaction 
with this habitat is evoked, thereby reconnecting 
the population with nature and thus enriching the 
human experience. 

Vegetation is replanted in sporadic clusters and 
together with the new path network, form new 
spatial sub realms within the stream corridor. This 
breaks up the space into small human experiences 
and provides variation with regard to the territorial 
domain, invoking a sense of belonging and 
empowerment within this space. 

E X I S T I N G
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F i n a l    O u t c o m e
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fig 6.33:    Final outcomes in an entire network form a circulation  web around 
the stream corridor, drawing people within and activating the waterway.



208 fig 6.34:    Rendition of the final outcome at Kenepuru Station
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D e s i g n    S u m m a r y

All three transects of the Kenepuru precinct 
together form a pedestrian circuit that extends 
through the entirety of the precinct all the way 
from the institutional and industrial sectors in the 
North to the Linden suburbs. The configurations of 
vegetation, infrastructure and path networks help 
to offer new circulation routes and hierarchy with 
regard to improving and influencing pedestrian 
flows and travel.

The hydrological conditions of the precinct are 
addressed through its adapted flooding scenarios 
thereby, the stream is offered more space to naturally 
function. Its ecosystem is transformed through the 
incorporation of strategic interventions, namely 
artificial wetlands and stormwater treatment trains. 
Together these elements are established in a manner 
that can evoke increased territorialisation by 
manipulation of the spatial perimeters of the stream 
corridor and its transects. 

By building a new habitat and ecosystem through 
these interventions, it can be concluded that the 
interaction between man and nature is improved 
and thereby enriches the human experience.  
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Conclusion
Reflections and Exegesis
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E x e g e s i s

F i n d i n g s

- Small scale and strategic interventions were
more effective than large transformations
reducing investment/ socio-ecological impact.

Understanding the stream topography
through its entire watershed and
its surrounding areas was vital in designing
interventions

- Concluded that using transects was the best
approach so that all site conditions around
the stream waterway and domain can
be addressed

- The	stream	is	currently	highly	confined	by
the surrounding conditions. To survive
it needs space to ‘breathe’.

- Adapting	conditions	to	deal	with	flooding
scenarios thus enabling Interaction with the
stream was more appropriate to enriching the
human	experience	and	helping	flood
management

- Accessing the stream was the most
important  contributor to creating public
life and enriching  the human experience.
This was achieved by:

o Improving accessibility via pedestrian
circulation routes

o Addressing lack of visual access by
improving frontage

o Improving water management by
removing contamination and managing
flooding	scenarios	through	vegetation
and retention ponds

o Using neglected spaces to enhance
spatial quality

L i m i t a t i o n s

- Time constraints prevented more
comprehensive outcomes and research.

- Complexity of the watershed and
hydrological	network	posed	difficulties
in producing detailed outcomes. Instead
it seemed appropriate to conduct the design
and research at a broader level.

- Sheer scale of the stream prevented the
ability	to	formulate	a	refined
design solution that encompassed the
entire watershed. Implementing
multiple interventions across the entire
stream would have been
more challenging, butif conducted
could have had more comprehensive
outcomes.

- Certain	information	including	accurate	flood
data	was	difficult	to	obtain	and	often	varied,
with some discretion needed.

- The scope of the research often become too
large to handle and comprised of a
broad range  of explorations from
public activity to hydrology.

- Main	barrier	identified	was	the	‘Urban	Saw’.
but	rectifying	it	was	a	significant	challenge
that could not be completely overcome.
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E x e g e s i s

C o n t r i b u t i o n s    t o    t h e    D i s c i p l i n e

The research carried out though this investigation, 
have intended to expose the neglect of urban 
corridors around waterways and provide solutions 
to reactivate these spaces using pedestrian flows. 
The hope was to reinforce the importance of working 
around both large and small scales that focus around 
the human experience and to use this as a tool for 
urban planning around riverfronts.

The premise of ‘territorialisation’ is a fundamental 
concept of urban waterways as they define the 
locations needed for the activation of spaces around 
waterwaysit. The identification and exploration 
into territory and the human empowerment became 
significant concepts followed throughout the 
research. Further examination into these approaches 
to design, could have been further explored 
independently. It is hoped that perhaps this research 
may lay the foundations for new perceptions on 
spatiality and experience not just around waterways, 
but any location of public inhabitation. These tools 
can be used to transform urban corridors to increase 
potentials for human activity. 

The ‘Urban Saw’was discovered and played a crucial 
role in the design process. The prevalence of the 
‘Urban Saw’ could be further addressed within the 
realm of Landscape Architecture. 

I f   t h e    R e s e a r c h   w a s   C o n t i n u e d

If time had not been so restricted, 

- Proper detailed investigations in multiple
sites across the stream and its tributaries
would have been conducted.

- Tawa Centre, which was also selected as an
initial case study but abandoned due to time
constraints, would have been researched
and experimented with.

- Exploration into ‘territorialisation’ and
human empowerment could have been
further elaborated on and investigated.

- On-field research and activity could have
been documented further

- Considering the research process, the design
outcomes could have been better refined in
terms of expanding across the stream domain

- Investigations into cost would have been
carried out to justify the feasibility of such
interventions on site.

 W h o   c o u l d   f i n d   t h i s    I n t r e s t i n g ?

- Landscape architects and urban planners

- City Councils

- Ministry of Transport and Government

- Property investors and developers

- Anyone who has an interest in riversides

- Anyone who has an interest in human
behaviour
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C o n c l u s i o n

Analysis and all research conducted across the 
Porirua stream, culminated in the development of a 
series of concepts relating to both large and small-
scale interventions that bridge the fundamental 
goals to restore life to the Porirua stream corridor. 

Experimentation began with several sites along 
the stream corridor in particular at Porirua city 
and	 Kenepuru.	 The	 final	 design	 focussed	 on	 the	
Kenepuru precinct as it offered greater opportunities 
for activating public life in and around the stream 
corridor. 

The key objectives of the research were to:

- Improve accessibility to the stream
- Improve water management
- Enhance Spatial Quality
- Enrich the human experience.

Improved	 access	 was	 achieved	 by	 influencing	
pedestrian	 flows	 and	 adapting	 site	 conditions	 to	
channel	these	into	the	stream	corridor.	Reconfiguring	
vegetation, infrastructure, existing paths, and 
stopbanks	were	the	key	elements	to	influence	such	
movement. 

Using the entire watershed and its tributaries as a 
channelling mechanism to the stream corridor was 
essential to the research and design outcome. This 
along with developing continuity across the sites 
became fundamental to the objective. 

The focus of improving water management was on 
addressing	flooding	scenarios	as	flooding	is	a	natural	
part of the river’s life. The community is susceptible 
to	 flood	 risk	 because	 the	 urban	 environment	
encroaches upon the stream domain.   Providing more 
space for the stream to ‘breathe’ was instrumental in 
improving water management. 

The surrounding conditions have left the stream 
unhealthy and quite contaminated. Utilising 
stormwater treatment and providing interactive 
qualities to the treatment processes, dealt with 
improving water quality and quantity while also 
offering an enriched human experience with the 
stream. 

Enhancing the stream’s spatiality through 
‘territorialisation’ and ‘human empowerment’ 
provided a better ‘on-the-ground’ experience for 
human activity. 

 Facilitating spaces to accommodate such activity was 
stretched beyond just application of amenities and 
into the process of accessibility and water treatment. 
Enhancing the quality of space for human interaction 
was formulated by providing a larger habitat for 
both the public and the stream.  This contributed 
to the development of an improved ecosystem and 
increased biodiversity that together with spatial 
quality,	flood	management,	and	connecting	public	to	
nature, contributed to an enriched human experience 
and wellbeing. 

Linking man with stream, habitat with the inhabitant, 
the principles that have been applied in this concept 
have developed a new approach towards connecting 
communities to waterway and the ecology to the 
community. Thus, indirectly fusing the urban context 
with biodiversity and ecology, and creating a single 
harmonious matrix that interrelated together offer a 
new human experience using neglected waterways 
and its spatial domain thereby providing long-term 
interaction with the public and reviving them.

How can space around neglected waterways 
facilitate their revival and long-term 

interaction with the public?
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C o n c l u s i o n
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fig 0.1   Porirua City and Harbour 
fig 0.2   Porirua- Tawa Watershed
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fig 0.4   The Porirua Stream’s urban settings and entrance into the lower inlet of the Porirua Harbour.

fig 1.1   U. S. cities and major human settlement around waterways.
fig 1.2   New Zealand urban settlement in relation to local waterways
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fig 1.6  Envisioned Porirua Stream 
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linking, Community- Ecology- Waterways-Community
fig 1.8  Research Approach
fig 1.9 Frontage Method leading into the human experience
fig 1.10  Methodology through circulation, infrastructure and vegetation
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fig 2.6  Journeys formed, and relationships between  green space and negative space across Porirua and 
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fig 3.1  Porirua Stream watershed, terrain and urban context.
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fig 3.18  Geomorphology of the entire  Wellington Region, Ohariu Fault indicated. Alluvium soil comprises 
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most of the soil structure.
fig 3.19  Urban sprawl across the Wellington metropolitan area.
fig 3.20   The Porirua Stream’s urban context and suburban density.
fig 3.21  Wellington Region’s industrial sectors and trade corridors.
fig 3.22  Primary economic sector and industries of importance to the Wellington Region.
fig 3.23  Relationship between industrial and residential landcover across the Wellington Region.
fig 3.24  Wellington ‘Golden Triangle’ industrial areas and major transport corridors.
fig 3.25 Greenspace along the Porirua Stream corridor. 
fig 3.26  Porirua Stream watershed, including main tributaries.
fig 3.27  Primary reserves and relatively well protected habitats.
fig 3.28 Urban hubs and density chain, identifying areas with high concentrations of the built environment 
conditions.
fig 3.29 Primary contamination zones, corresponds with urban development.
fig 3.30 Industrial context that directly affects the Porirua Stream. 
fig 3.31 Permeable surfaces, recreation grounds, reserves, natural forest and turf.
fig 3.32  Porirua Stream, permeable surfaces, green belt, natural turf, parks, squares,  recreation 
fig 3.33 Identifying key areas where all site conditions are present, including overlaying variations in 
permeability.
fig 3.34  Porirua Stream, impermeable surfaces, roads, carparks, pavement,  public squares
fig 3.35 Contextual breakdown of the urban network around the Porirua Stream.
fig 3.36 Variations of field conditions found across the Porirua Stream.
fig 3.37 Field conditions of the surrounding Porirua Stream and it’s urban context. 
fig 3.38  Representation of the Urban Saw 
fig 3.39 Evolution of the Urban Saw,  from rivers, railways, roads.
fig 3.40  Context of (1) rivers, (2) railways, and (3)roads forming the urban saw across the nation. 
fig 3.41 On field barriers; (1) powerlines, (2) vegetation, (3) railroad, (4)service lanes, (5) roads-highway, 
(6)amenities, (7)stopbanks, (8) parking spaces,  (9) walls, (10) crates and store material.
fig 3.42  Representation of all barriers together, numerous barriers come together to form formidable
barriers.
fig 3.43  Breakdown of barriers, (1) Topographically influenced obstructions, (2)Vegetation barriers based
on planting densities, (3) Frequency of public activity, (4) Frequency of barriers and obstructions.
fig 3.44 Surface vegetation, plant types and land cover, 1790s.
fig 3.45 Surface vegetation, plant types and land cover, 2000s.
fig 3.46 Sediment and pollutant contamination across Porirua centre.
fig 3.47 Soil permeability across the Porirua region.
fig 3.48 Existing bio-diversity around the Porirua Stream
fig 3.49 Porirua Stream, Tawa bridge
fig 3.50  Porirua Harbour, 1954
fig 3.51  Porirua Stream through Tawa, 1897
fig 3.52  Territorialisation , spatial conditions visualised. Stream's domain  identified.
fig 3.53 Territorialisation, stopbank distances and current positioning.
fig 3.54 Territorialisation, spatial conditions formed out of varying  flooding scenarios.
fig 3.55  Territorialisation, formed out of foodplain condition extents and in relation to the stream corridor.
fig 3.56  Varying site conditions identified around Tawa through lateral transitions between the stream
domain and its  surroundings.
fig 3.57  Territorialisation based on vegetation positioning around Tawa through lateral transitions
between the stream domain and its surroundings.
fig 3.58  Spatial profiling with the human experience, through territory and visual contact.
fig 3.59  Spatial profiling with the amenities and through territory and visual contact.fig 3.60  The human
experience, through territory and visual contact. Tawa Centre, open spaces and infrastructure.
fig 3.61  The human experience based on territory and visual contact. Tawa Centre, confined spaces.
fig 3.62  Sphere of influence, in relation to the human experience based on territory and visual contact.
fig 3.63  The human experience, through territory and visual contact. Porirua Centre, open spaces
fig 3.64  The human experience based on territory and visual contact. Porirua Centre, confined space.
fig 3.65  Spatial profiling with the human experience, through territory and visual contact.
fig 3.66  Grading levels and urban construct of Porirua Centre surrounding the Porirua Stream, Cannons
Creek and its respective corridor.
fig 3.67  Connectivity laterally across the stream corridor, key bridges and barriers identified, and
pedestrian prioritisation rated.
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fig 3.68  Landcover data table
fig 3.69 Current land use, regarding surrounding context.
fig 3.70 Greenspace breakdown. Contextual linkages identified, green spaces can be sequentially joined.
fig 3.71  Tawa properties that encroach and privatise the stream corridor, varying typologies identified.
fig 3.72  Tawa properties that encroach and privatise the stream corridor, varying typologies identified.
fig 3.73 Photography of the Porirua Stream around the Kenepuru precinct and Tawa centre.

fig 4.1  Gallego bull fighting recreational ground, adapted to contain excess flooding as part of an expanded 
floodplain. <https://i.pinimg.com/originals/c8/60/8c/c8608ca158cb6b3780174bee51472fde.jpg> 
fig 4.2 Gallego flood adaption, and accessibility. Flooding extents shown.
fig 4.3 Gallego amenities offered and frontage applications indefinable. The site contains a canopy and bridge  
for pedestrian crossing.
fig 4.4  Wupper, old mono-railway line, creates a new spatial threshold across the site <http://www. 
wuppertals-gruene-anlagen.de/an-der-wupper/wupperpromenade/>
fig 4. 5 Wupper, frontage
fig 4.6 Rhone river stopbanks adapted for public amenity through pedestrian peirs
fig 4.7 Ebro stormwater maagement involves detention basin and terraced swales
fig 4.8 Ebro water retentbasin 

fig 5.1  Porirua context, Porirua case study site selected 
fig 5.2 Stream corridor bounded by stopbank  infrastructures and the encroaching urban threshold. 
fig 5.3 The Urban Saw threshold creates a formidable barrier and constrains the floodplain
fig 5.4  Green belt circuit provides opportunities to expanding existing habitats and the stream corridor 
fig 5.5  Green space and underutilized space along the spine of the stream passage provide opportunities to 
expand the domain.
fig 5.6 Stormwater  Paths
fig 5.7 Linking Greenspace
fig 5.8  Stream Corridor Expansion
fig 5.9  Boundary Buildings
fig 5.10  Negative Space
fig 5.11  Golden Route
fig 5.12  Experimentation with routes formed by exposed stormwater infrastructure
fig 5.13  Flooding adaptation experimented through wetlands and ponding areas highlighted, and possible 
expansion of the stream corridor/floodplain.
fig 5.14 Housing typologies and spatial quality produced
fig 5.15  Possible housing configurations, could influence spatial quality
fig 5.16  Rendition of deconstructed buildings creating new thresholds between realms. 
fig 5.17  Rendition of deconstructed buildings creating new thresholds for public activity.
fig 5.18  Deconstructed warehouses typologies and experimentation 
fig 5.19 Treatment Train, water content passes through the stream corridor and artificial wetlands or 
streetscape swales. Retention ponds and basins hold excess water content before treatment. Controlling 
water quality and quantity.
fig 5.20  Treatment possibilities and outcomes
fig 5.21  Swale system experimented with in Porirua 
fig 5.22 Treatment Principles
fig 5.23 Stopbank typologies explored through adaptation, affording access interaction within the stream 
domain
fig 5.24  Layering site conditions and explorations to form new com positions with regard to access, 
adaptability and human experience.
fig 5.25  Negative spaces, buildings, infrastructures and site conditions that led to a conceptual outcome. 
fig 5.26 Breakdown of the site conditions and final outcome based on key influences. 
fig 5.27 Final Conceptual outcome

fig 6.1 Kenepuru Precinct 
fig 6.2 Human heart- circulatory system
fig 6.3 Porirua Stream watershed
fig 6.4 Possible design outcome, conceptual based on the Porirua Centre case study
fig 6.5 Kenepuru site selected, urban and spatial context
fig 6.6 Kenepuru Precinct topographical conditions and urban threshold. Territorial typologies identified. 
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fig 6.7 Spatial partitioning caused by planting layout
fig 6.8 Experimentation with various vegetation configurations 
fig 6.9 Spatial partitioning due to the Kenepuru Creek and vegetation or infrastructural 
territorialisation.
fig 6.10 Existing circulation routes marked and pedestrian flows traced. 
fig 6.11 Transect determined by circulation across the Kenepuru Precinct and potential to establish 
continuity with regard to flows.
fig 6.12 Kenepuru Precinct watershed infrastructures and spatial sequences within the main zone of 
occupation.
fig 6.13 Kenepuru Precinct point of access identified and elaborated on, main pathways of entrance and travel 
through to the stream corridor via alleyways.
fig 6.14 Kenepuru Precinct, site transects selected 
fig 6.15 Site transects, Linden Park, Wall Place Gateway , Kenepuru Station
fig 6.16  Path networks experimented with and explored through typologies 
fig 6.17  Construction details of the proposed bridge walkway 
fig 6.18 Site Conditions, (1) Vegetation structure, (2) Access nodes, (3) Railway Barrier/ Urban Saw, (4) 
underutilized spaces,  (5) bridging points, (6) walled perimeters.
fig 6.19 Design concepts and initial experimentation with the existing site at Linden Park
fig 6.20  Design concepts and initial experimentation with the existing site at Kenepuru Station and Wall 
Place Gateway.
fig 6.21   Sequential chain of underutilized spaces hold the potential to host new amenities or water treatment 
systems.
fig 6.22 Watershed of the Porirua Stream is utilized as a pedestrian channelling mechanism, routes and 
hierarchy is identified
fig 6.23 Porirua Stream watershed uses tributaries to draw the public from the suburbs to the stream domain. 
fig 6.24 Linden Park, proposed interventions and design outcome.
fig 6.25 Linden Park proposal flooding adaptation, flooding scenario 1-20
fig 6.26  Linden Park comparison, Existing  and Proposed
fig 6.27  Wall Place Gateway,  proposed interventions and design outcome
fig 6.28  Wall Place Gateway proposal flooding adaptation, flooding scenario 1-20
fig 6.29  Wall Place Gateway comparison, Existing  and Proposed.
fig 6.30  Kenepuru Station,  proposed interventions and design outcome.
fig 6.31   Kenepuru Station proposal flooding  adaptation, flooding scenario 1-20
fig 6.32  Kenepuru Station comparison, Existing  and Proposed.
fig 6.33  Final outcomes in an entire network form a circulation web around the stream corridor, drawing 
people within and activating the waterway.
fig 6.34  Rendition of the final outcome at Kenepuru Station
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A p p e n d i x

Subcatchment Area (ha) Sediment load (kt/yr) Calculated yield (t/ha/yr)

Camborne Stream 25 0.014 0.56
Kakaho Stream 1,246 2.320 1.86
No 2 Stream 39 0.038 0.97
Horokiri Stream 3,306 6.880 2.08
Ration Stream 680 0.442 0.65
Collins Stream 63 0.030 0.48
Pauatahanui Stream 4,168 5.519 1.32
Duck Creek 1,030 1.354 1.32
Browns Stream 135 0.051  0.38
Subtotal Pauatahanui 10,692 16.648 1.56
Papakowhai north 63 0.025 0.40
Papakowhai south 28 0.013 0.47
Aotea Lagoon 42 0.022 0.52
Okowai Road 52 0.036 0.70
Kenepuru Stream 1,266 1.089 0.86
Porirua Stream 4,108 4.164 1.01
Semple Street Stream 160 0.064 0.40
Takapuwahia Stream 347 0.205 0.59
No 13 Stream ‘Titahi’ 101 0.034 0.34
No 14 Stream ‘Onepoto’ 111 0.023 0.21
No 15 Stream ‘Te Onepoto’ 98 0.061 0.62
Subtotal Onepoto 6,376 5.735 0.90

OVERALL TOTAL (ha) 17,068 22.383 1.31 
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SYMBOL/CODE 
USED 

Numbered 
Code 

NAME  (LATIN) SIZE HEIGHT SPREAD USES 

       
AM 
 

1 ACAENA MICROPHYLLA  (Scarlet Piripiri) PB 5 0.1m 1m  

CAC 2 COPROSMA ACEROSA   (Hawera) 
 

PB 5 0.4m 1m  

IB 3 ISOLEPIS BASILARIS 
 

PB 3 0.06m 0.1m  

       
AC 4 ACIPHYLLA COLENSOI (Colenso's Mingimingi) 

 
PB 5 1m 0.9m  

AS 5 ACIPHYLLA SQUARROSA  (Spear Grass) 
 

PB 3 2.5m 1.5m  

FX 6 ASTELIA FRAGRANS (Flax) PB 3 1.8m 2m  

BM 
 

7 BLECHNUM MINUS   (Swamp Kiokio) 
 

PB 5 0.5m 1m  

BNZ 
 

8 BLECHNUM NOUVAE- ZELANDIAE  (Kiokio Fern) PB 3 1m 2m  

CB 9 CAREX BUCHANANII  (Buchanan's sedge) 
 

PB 3 1m 0.75m  

CP 10 COPROSMA PEDICELLATA (Swamp Mingimingi) PB 3 3m 2m Food 

CS 
 

11 CAREX SECTA  (Sedge) 
 

PB 18 1.5m 2m Fibre 

CTE 12 COPROSMA TENUICAULIS (swamp Coprosma)  
 

PB 3 2m 1m  

CT 13 CORTADERIA TOETOE  
 

PB 3 2m 2.5m  

DA 
 

14 DOODIA AUSTRALIS  (Rasp Fern) 
 

PB 5 0.3m 0.5m  

DFM 15 DRYOPTERIS FILIX-MAS   (Male Fern) 
 

PB  3 1m 0.75m  

ER 16 ELATOSTEMA RUGOSUM (Parataniwha, NZ 
Begonia)   
 

PB 5 0.5m 1m  

EG 17 EUPHORBIA GLAUCA  (Shore spurge, Sea 
spurge, Waiu-atua, Sand milkweed) 
 

PB 5 0.5m 2m  

FC 18 FESTUCA COXII  (Cox’s fescue) 
 

PB 3 0.3m 0.3m  

FM 19 FESTUCA MULTINODIS  (Creeping fescue) 
 

 0.4m 0.05m  

FN 20 FICINIA NODOSA (Wiwi, Nobby Clubrush) PB 3 1.5m 1.5m  

HD 21 HEBE DILATATA 
 

PB 5 0.2m 0.5m  

HG 22 HEBE GLAUCOPHYLLA 
 

PB 5 1.5m 1m  

HST 23 HEBE STRICTA VAR. ATKINSONII (Koromiko) 
 

PB 3 2m 0.1m  

HA 24 HYPOLEPIS AMBIGUA 
 

PB 12 1m 2m  

JK 25 JUNCUS KRAUSSII VAR AUSTRALIENSIS (Sea 
Rush) 

PB 3 1m 1m  

KZ 26 KUNZEA ERICOIDES (Kanuka) PB 3 1m 1m  

LS 27 LEPTOSPERMUM SCOPARIUM  (Manuka) 
 

PB 12  4m 2m Medicinal 
Food 

MEX 28 MACROPIPER  EXCELSUM    (Kawakawa) PB 12 2m 1.5m Medicinal 
Food 

MA 29 AVICENNIA MARINA (Mangrove) PB 12 8m 3m  

PR 30 POLYSTICHUM RICHARDII    (Shield Fern) PB 5 0.5m 0.5m Food 

PSA 31 PSEUDOPANAX ARBOREUS (Fivefinger) PB 3 5m 2m  

       
CAU 32 CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS  (Cabbage Tree) 

 
PB 18 8m 3m Food 

CL 33 CORYNOCARPUS LAEVIGATUS     (Karaka) PB 18 8m 5m Food 

CM 34 CYATHEA MEDULLARIS (Black Tree Fern) 
 

PB 28   12m 4m  

DC 35 DACRYDIUM CUPRESSINUM      (Rimu)  PB 18 30m 10m Medicinal 

DF 36 DICKSONIA FIBROSA  (Golden Tree Fern) PB 8  5m 3m Fibre 

DS 37 DICKSONIA SQUARROSA  (Rough Tree Fern) PB 12 
 

5m 2.5m Fibre 

ME 38 METROSIDEROUS EXCELSA  (Pohutakawa) 
 

PB 18 12m 8m  

PF 39 PSEUDOPANAX FEROX  (Fierce Lancewood) 
 

PB 18 5m 2m Construction 

RS 
 

40 RHOPALOSTYLIS SAPIDA     (Nikau) 
 

PB 18 5m 3m Construction 

SM 41 SOPHORA MICROPHYLLA      (Kowhai)   PB 18 8m 5m Construction 
Medicinal 

 
Photographers: John Smith-Dodsworth. Wayne Bennett
Source: NZPCN (New Zealand Plant Conservation Network)
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